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Thousands attend Stafford.
Headwaters Forest rally
A protester, right, enjoys the sights and sounds of Sunday’s rally for

Headwaters Forest in Stafford. Colorful banners and Mardi Gras-style

costumes, below, characterized the third annual event, which attracted

about 6,000 people. Former Gov. Jerry Brown, bottom left, watches the
event. A strong police presence, bottom right, resulted in only two
arrests for minor violations.
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A Lumberjack headline mistakenly stated last week that Professor
Joshua Weinstein was convicted of threatening his ex-wife. He actually pleaded no contest.
Rees Hughes’ name was misspelled last week. We regret the errors.
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CSSA fights
for fee freeze
Students successful
in stopping fee hikes
Part two of a two part series

reps

CSSA

a

convince Gov. Wilson
to reconsider fee

would have been taken

increases at CSUs.

day of school students would
have been standing in line to
pay $180 for the 10 percent fee

out of

higher education funds.

This means that on the first

By Melissa Barlow

increase.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The increase was proposed

Despite Gov. Pete Wilson’s
efforts to increase college fees
this summer by 10 percent, students involved in the California
State Student Association protested against his proposal preit
venting
from becoming a reality.
The fee increase was
proposed at
the end of
and
July
would have
raised college
fees an extra

because of unresolved issues
with the California Public Em-

Retirement

ployees

System

(CALPERS). Gov. Wilson
needed to balance the pension

plan for these state employees,

but decided not

to

taken to court.
He then decided

Wilson changed

to

his mind from

repay

GALPRERS
more than $1
billion, and to

direct lobbying
from the CSSA.”

take the money

$180 foreach

MIKE CAUDILL

CSU student
about
and

Associated Students President

UG student starting this 199798 school year. Financial aid
awards would not have been
adjusted. This increase would
have meant that $131 million

the

money and was

“We believe Gov.

$400 foreach

pay

from the universities by cutting
any higher education funding.
Kindergarten

through high school public
schools were not affected because their funding is locked

See CSSA, page 9
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Officer John Parrish prepares to write a parking ticket. The Motorist Assistance Program will allow UPD
officers to provide useful services to students .

New services provide

aid for stranded drivers
i Locking keys in the car, getting a flat tire, and
running out of gas just became less of a hassle
thanks to the Motorist Assistance Program.
walk back to the residence
may find this useful.

Heather Crosby
LUMBERJACK STAFF

John Parrish, HSU parking of-

HSU Parking Services is earning a better name with students,
staff and faculty with its new Mo-

Program
Assistance
torist
(M.A.P.). HSUPS will no longer

be remembered for its ticket writ-

[ee

Weekly Report
Average Stafford Loan Amount
(Subsidized

and

Unsubsidized)

y,for many serbut rather
ing abilit
vices that are free and helpful.
A few of the new services include: jumping your dead car battery, getting keys out of yourlocked
car and providing a ride to the
nearest gas station if you run out of

RE

oe

gas on cainpus.
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back while you’re here at HSU.”
Aside from providing services
to students,

staff and

faculty,

M.A.P. is doing the environmenta
great service. Steve Sullivan, who

has worked’as a HSU parking officer for 19 years said, “One of the

main objectives was to promote

ride the Arcata & Mad River Transit System buses for free. They
have been subsidizing the free bus
program for as long as Arcata has
also has
hadabus system. Funding
made it possible to offer students,staffand faculty J 0 ride ticket books
for $8, or unlimited monthly ride

mester M.A.P. started offering free
bicycle licenses, and has now 1ssued over 100 licenses.
Bus rides and free bicycle hcenses are services that are aimed

While getting around the uni-

ET

park and pay for your education.

alternative uses of transportation

Transit Authority bus system.
acetals

ficer feels many of these new services are long overdue. “It’s good
that students are getting more bang
for their buck. You have to pay to

M.A.P. also makes it possible to

passes for $30 on the Humboldt

O

halls

versity, parking services
free safety escorts from
on campus to another
campus. Many residents

also offers
any place
point on
who study

late in the library and have a long

(rather than single occupant vehicle use).” At the end of last se-

at easing the parking problem, low-

ering air pollution and fuel consumption. ‘These services are provided to encourage, people to ride
their bike, ride the bus, or walk to
HSU.
Ken Combs, Director of Physical Services. has been asked by
help
President Alistair McCrtoone

finda solution to the parking problem. According to Combs, it
doesn’t seem that a multi-million

parking structure would

be the

optimal solution.
“In my nine years here, I have

always found a parking spot, although

it may not be the closest

spot to where I want to be. If it
takes me 10 minutes to walk, it’s an
inconvenience, notacrisis, he said.

But if you need to run to school
for just a few minutes in your car,
there will be new parking meters

that don’t even require change.
Electronic

meters

are already

in

use in a few places in Arcata, but

HSU will soon be adding this ser-

vice.
The meters will accept a
ParkCard debit card, which will
have $15 of prepaid parking tme.
The user willinsert the ATM sized
card into the meter, which will electronically deduct money for allotted parking time.
The meters are estimated to be
available for use by the next spring.

Parking Services will be adding

electronic

meters

to

the

entire

length of Rossow and on Harpst
Street from LK Wood Boulevard
to B Street.
Services, dial
Parking act
Tocont
896-3842 or extension 3842 from
any

Campus

phi

me.
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Kerr Tower of
years
been closed for more than two
room
due to remodeling. The
to
opened on Monday for students

By Abigail F Hudson-Cris m
LUMBERJACK STAF

will
A higher level of meditation
ing of
be available with the reopen
Kerr Tower.
The tower is located on the secd has
ond floor of Founders I Jallan

use as a quiet place of repose or a
study hall.
The meditation room was closed

because itneeded new carpet, paint
and couches,” said Kathleen Heil,

vices
graphics and distribution ser
director.
unA private donation from an
oddisclosed source made the rem
eling of Kerr Tower possible.
The room 1s open to staff, stu-

dents and faculty throughout the

On
day. There are no restrictions

open
usage during the tower's

hours.
“The room will be oper during
business hours,” said Barry
deDalsant. chair of the English

partment. “We're going to have a

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. or whenever the
custodian locks up the room.
“Ts a place to go on campus

that’s quiet,”

Heil said. Andy

Malarski, a 1990 history oraduate,

enjoyed

key also.”
The hours of use will be from 8

the solitude of Kerr

See Kerr, page/
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Dean experiments with pot
Parker’s research seeks to demystify addiction.
ByPat Harrington

EE.

“Everyone here is so friendly and have been

LOMBERIACK TAFE
When

Humboldt’s

new

very
Even

search and Graduate Studies Dean
visLinda Parker and her husband
“Humboldt

welcoming.
in Canada,

°

ited Arcata, it was love at first sight.

saying

is a beautiful area,

rarely

people

went

around

”

‘hi!
|

community.

wonderful

It sa

fo

everyone.

LINDA PARKER

and my husband and I wanted to,

Dean of Research and Graduate Studies

come here very much,” she said.
Parker begins her first year as the

|

°

’

1

Re-

unique environment that hovers
“Dopamine is a chemical redean of research and graduate studleased in the body inany euphoric — over Arcata.
ies this fall at HSU. She has a beisso friendly and
here
“Everyone
havioral neuroscience mastersand — event,” she said. “It can be anyhave been very welcoming. It’s a
bachelors degrees from Long _ thingfrommarjjuanato chocolate.”

|
|

|

|
|
|

Beach State University.
She worked for 10 years as an
assistant/associate professorofpsy-

just how ad- —_ wonderful community,” she said.
Parker discovered
“People actually come up to you,
dicted the rats were becoming
smile and say ‘hi’. That’s very unwhen she placed two rats ina box

chology at the University of New

separated into two rooms. Onerat

usual.

Even

in

Canada,

people

was given the real drug while the _ rarely went around saying ‘hi’ to
Brunswick, located in Canada. As
everyone.”
a tenured psychology professor at — other received a placebo that had

|

She also has two sons that are

Laurentian University in Ontario, _ no effect.

|

ravitate to the room with the real

studies and research.

fate (the rats) were learning,”
In 1982 she won an Excellence
Parker said.
in TeachingAward at the UniverThere have beena few surprises
sity of New Brunswick. Parker has
in her research, however. On one
given conference presentations on
her work in places such as Oslo, _ occasion the rats were given marijuana. According to Parker, “OrNorway and St. Louis, Missouri.

|
|
|
|
)
|
|

search was to find the biological

|
|

|

basis of addiction in rats and.animal models,” she said. -

She found that changes in the

-

Parker worked at Sam Houston — dinarily, the reactions that rats and
humans getis very similar. Bothof
State University in Texas from

1987 to 1989. Much of her time
was given to her research on the,
effects of certain drugs on labora
tory rats.
“The primary goal of our re-
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“More and more, the rats would — dealing with a new area. Parker’s

she was also director of graduate

|

Offer good on letter size, singlesided, autofed copies on 20
white paper. Not good in combination with other offers or discounts.
One use per customer Expires 12/31/97.

them get a positive influence from
whateverdrugsare administered.”
The marijuana drew an unex-_
pected result. “Rats have an adverse effect with the tetrahydro-

oldest son, Loren,

15, goes

to

facconpro
and

mari-

graduate students to realize their

juana,” Parkersaid,“It’snotknown

full potential in whatever pursuit

cannabinol

(THC)

from

forsure,butthetheoryisthatmari- _ they take.

juanagivesmiceanxiety. Marjuana

“I want graduate students to have

more funds for their fields. I 89want
drug.”
brain’s chemisty that led to addic- _ is a veryFieanxiety-inducing
of s4ey2
;
s
a
g
t
;
;
possibilities.
the
see
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them
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dopamine.
by
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Parker would like to make her
presence known at Humboldt. “I

hope I can help students and
—_ulty find sources of money to
tinue ihe graduate studies
gram,” she said.
Parker wants undergraduate

and operated

owned

student
=

Arcata High School while, Ryan,
is a 13-year-old student at
SunnyBrae Middle School.
Parker said that both of them
like it. “They’re meeting new
people and making friends.”
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Toxic spill creates big mess

W@ Quick clean-up was

neccessary to stop the

motor oil’s spreading.
By Frank Vella
CAMPUS

EDITOR

According to Tom Manoli, hazardous materials coordinator, the
spill covered an 8 foot by 3 foot

area, and that the puddle was approximately one- “eighth in ch deep.
Manoli said to clean up the mess.
he and Creed had to wear special
chemically resistant suits. gloves

Two measures spell r-e.
l-i-e-f for CSU students

and boots. In addition to soaking
up the spilled oil, he and Creed

The Departmentof Public Safety
and the Office of Environmental

Health and Occupational Safety
are searching
for information leading to the identification of someone suspected of spilling hazardous waste near the Field House last
Wednesday.

The spill occured around | p.m.
near the southeast corner of the
Field House. Kevin Creed, director of environmental health and

occupational safety said that the
waste was believed to be used mo-

tor oil, and that approximately one
to 2.5 quarts had been spilled next

Two

picked through trash cans to find

the state Senate and Assemblyare

the source of the oil. A milk carton
containing an additional two to
three quarts was found.
Manoli and Creed used oi]
absorbant pads to soak up the

making

One bill, written by Lieutenant
Governor Gray Davis and Assemblywoman Moreno Ducheny, DSan Diego, seeks to puta freeze on
UCand CSU studenttees. Thebill

would begin by rolling back student fees in both systems by 5 percent next year and freeze them at
that level the year after.
The second bill, proposed by

ing up the spill, Manoli and Creed

steam cleaned the pavement to
make sure students walking by
would not get the oil residue on
their shoes.

Speaker

Manoli said some of the trash in
the can had also been in contact

ous waste; therefore, the aforemen-

milk carton, protective clothing

tioned disposal constitutes illegal

and

disposal of a hazardous waste,”
Creed stated in a press release.
The spill occured near the Com-

needed to be disposed of properly.

used

oil-absorbent

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSITY POLICE

Kevin Creed, director of environmental health and occupational
safety, picks through the garbage to find the source of the oil spill.

pads,

The contaminated waste was
sealed into a large drum and the

said. He and Creed recommended
those in need ofa place to dispose
of motor oil should take the oil to

cost of properly disposing of the

the recycling centers in Aracta,
Eureka or McKinleyville, or to any

stream, it did leave a mess to clean

drum andits contents
will be nearly
$300.
Manoli said the illegal dumping

up, according to Creed.

of motor oil is “expensive, not en-

“Fortunately it did not pose a
risk to individuals on campus or

vironmentally sound and illegal.”

find out who was responsible for
the spill. With few clues to go on,

“There are scores of places to

Creed believed that unless some-

the environment,” Creed said.

dispose of used motor oil,” Manoli

one witnessed the spill or the guilty

munity Forest and a small stream
of running water. While the toxic

substance

gas station that offers oil changes.
Creed said he doesn’t expect to

party comes forward, the culprit
will never be caught.
Creed also said that a reward 1s
being offered to anyone whose information leads to the identification of the person responsible for
the spill. A reward of up to 10
percent of the fine charged to the

person responsible is being offered.

of the Assembly Cruz

Bustamente provides a funding
formula for the UC and CSU systems.

Bustamente’s plan calls for the
university systems to continue to
obtain the same proportional share
of the state general fund budget
they currently receive. In addition,

additional funding from an unnamed source would be used to
cover the cost of enrollment
growth.

Both bills will be passed on to
the governor’s office for final approval.

Packs 7

]

ele

r Day

did not get into the

affordable to at-

nia — for now.

mately 50 cents each, but nearly
two dozen were used to completely
soak up all of the waste. After soak-

with the oil, and that all of the the
contaminated items, including the

it more

tend public universities in Califor-

spilled oil. The pads cost approxi-

to a trash can.
“Used motor oil is regulated in
the state of California as a hazard-

bills passed last week be
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Kerr
* Continued from page 4

Ton of lola Sale!

‘Tower.

“T used to go up there to study
and write papers because it was
really quiet, It was better than the
library,” “he said. “It was the seclusion and the quiet that I liked, and
the fact that maybe one time there
was someone else up there.”

TOFU SHOP

Non-Fat
é& Low Fat
YOGURT

Marinated

A majority of students do not
know that it is a meditation room.

CUTLETS

TOFU

In fact, many administrators were |

—~ Water Pack -

PU)

9.5219

$62.9

$1.65

unable to comment on the condition of the tower.
Vice president Don C hristensen’s
office was unable to provide much
the conditionof
ion
about
informat
the tower. The English department
date
the d
rme
about
wasalso uninfo

Flavors

reg.

69

j =

Z

FIRM TOFU

of the reopening. Plant operations

was unavailable to commenton the
date of the reopening.
The long-awaited tower remodcling included a fresh coating of
paint, new carpetand new couches.
Heil said the reason for the remod-

G&G pk
12

Vegi, Mexi

TOFU
4 ct

5 oz.

couches, throw pillows and deco-

ture with respectand keep the room
clean so that future HSU students
will have the opportunity to use
the tower as well.

tion.” she said.
Malarski remembers the old
room as having “wall-to-wall car-

pet, a Brant circular couch and a
couple of statues.
Some students may remember
using a small room with an observation window overlooking the UG
Quad before Kerr’Tower *sclosure.
The room will remain closed and

will serve as a storage closet. Heil

said that the window was never
meant to be used as an observation
window, but only as a means to
star son the front
hang the Christma
of Founders Hall.
The room was first opened in
October of 1971 and fulfilled a
long-time dream of university

president Cornelius Seimens, to
whom it was dedicated at opening
cerimonies.

A grant from the Kerr family of

Maple Creek turned the tower into

a meditation room.
“The space is again available to
students,” Heil said.

Computer
troubles? Find
out who can

help you in next
week’s Campus!
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Fill out a drawing ticket at the Co-op
and YOU COULD WIN!
\}
HSU STUDENTS, FACULTY, & STAFF
ONLY PLEASE

ANYONE
CAN SHOP!
EVERYONE
CAN JOIN!
ARCATA

CO-OP

8th and | Streets
822-5947

443-6027

Sunday, 10 A.M. to 8 P.M.

y

FREE ESPRESSO FOR A SEMESTER for you
& the PROFESSOR OF YOUR CHOICE!

CO-OP
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x
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staffand faculty will treat the furni-

“(We’re) hoping it will be respected as a place of contempla-

¢

&)

All”

rative ceiling fixtures and banners.

Heil said she hopes that students,

& CHEESE

MACARONI

PATTIES
req.

Natural

Homegrown

or Sausage

the room two years ago. The old
apart
ing
to fall
couches were beginn
the room in general was in poor
condition.
Thenew room features four new

PONG<<

e

eling was the deteriorated state of

oz.

ARCATA

Visit Us Online!
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www.northcoastco-op.com
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9
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ings is determined to have been
painted sometime since the prevl-

denied smelling it either.
Sep 8:
© 9:27 a.m. — A black lab running around on the east side of the
Student Business Services Building was corralled by officers and
held until the owner could retrieve
It.
¢ 10:06 a.m. — A business in
‘Trinidad contacted UPD to report

that its stolen checks were being
- A student reportedly having mental! troubles at
the Student Health Center was
transported to Semper Virens.
¢ 8:35 p.m. = A Redwood
Manor resident was caught with
less than one ounce of pot.
12:05

p.m.

Sep 6:
e 12:03 a.m.
heard

behind

— Running water

the

ond floor of Nelson
determined

— Bookstore staff

reported a possible thett. The sus-

pectreturned to the Bookstoreand

was identified. The District
Attorney's office was soughtto take
over the investigation.
«2:55 pam. —A female student
was found on the floor 1n extreme

cashed at the Bookstore.

Sep 5:
*

ous afternoon.
¢ 12:04 p.m.

wall

on

the

SCC-

Hall West was

to be a faucet running

in a custodial closet. The faucet
was turned off.
¢ 1:03 a.m. — A late night drum
circle was
reported
behind
Creekview Apartments. The adhoc band was gone on arrival.

Sep 7:
¢ 6:57 a.m. —

Don’t forget to

turn off the coffee pot in Forestry
204B.

¢ 7:49 p.m.
ral gas odors in
were received.
able to locate
dents sittingin

— Reports of natufront of the Library
Officers were unthe odor and stufront of the Library

Traditional

*

11:58

am.

Reports

were received of two Sunset
Hall residents involved in an

M-80.
A home monitor-

e 6:15 a.m.

ing device wasturned in to lostand
found. Juvenile Hall was notified
of the device’s ID number.
Sep LI:
° 1:34 a.m. — A female on the
Sunset Boulevard overpass, re-

sorted hearing three men walking
behind her. Upon looking back

over her shoulder, she saw
the three men running after
her. She escaped and ran to

SUSPe
©

[S..

H

by

A

/2Z9 am,

pipe

of the

descriptions
pipe

resin was

pot

taining

found

boarding”
sign was stolen from the
center planter in Plaza Circle.
e 11:21 am. — Graffiti on the
parking signs along the fire lane
behind the Art and Music Build-

¢ G59
posting

This

semester

pain at Sunset Hall. She was taken
to Mad River Community Hosp1tal.
¢ 10:56 p.m. — Someone
in Redwood Park got caught with pot.
The herb was under one ounce.
Sep 10:
¢ 6:15 a.m.

— An explosion on

_*

Forbes Complex was seen actin
strangely and yelling at others, The
person was contacted by UPD

© 8:52 p.m. — UPD

spotspeople

in the shadows on the east side of

the Upper Playfield. Upon contact, one person was in possession
of beer and told to pour it out.

Sep 13:
e 2:00

Hall

a.m.

A C] Hiquapin

resident suffering

from

i fospital.

¢ 3:03 a.m.

— The

we oded areg

and

become

quite the con

rs

on

the

UC

A student inan

undisclosed residence hall overdosed on medication and alcoho!
and was taken to Mad River Com-

ap

parentalcohol poisonin y as transg
ported to Mad River Community

confiscated

fly

and

asked to leave campus,

Creekview Apartments

Activists

ation,

8:41 a.m. — A person near

behind

puih.

—

Sep 12:

"The

Quad to promote an Earth
First! rally were told they
could not do that and asked
to remove the flyers.
° 6:56 p.m. — Amanina
wheelchair next to the bike
racks in front of the Library
was seen slumped over with his
head between his knees. UPD contacted the man and determined he
was a heavy sleeper.
¢ 11:1] p.m.

munity Hospital for obsery

personnel.

using

was

con

slate d for destruction.

threaten-

ing e-mail from an ex-friend.
¢ 9:45 p.m. — Evidence of
a transientusing
the basement
of the University Annex as a
makeshift home was discovered. The shower had recently
been used, the north corner
double-doors were unlocked,
the bathroom window was
open, anda sleeping
bag was found
in the shower closet.
e 12:52 am. — A “no skate-

Mexican.

Quad was determined to be an

~~

provide

reporting
the dispute claim the
disputing residents had been
pushing them during the altercations.
* 3:35 pi,
A student
receiving

the

the JGC, but was unable to

ongoing dispute. The people

reported

——___.

has

ert venueas

of late. Yet another lnpromptu
drum circle was broken up.
¢ 12:31 p.m. — Art Crime Alert:
A grafitti artist was arrested and
cited under the L.K. Wood pedestrian underpasfo
sr adding colorto

an otherwise empty grey wall.
¢ 9:42 p.m. — Valve stems

were

stolen from two vehiclin
eth
se 4th
and Union Streets parking lot. The
thefts occurred sometime after
noon on Sep. 11th.

¢ 10:44 p.m. A bong was found
in the bushes outside of Redwood
Hall. It was confiscated and slated
for destruction.
- Compiled by Frank Vella

food

CARNE ASADA
WINE MARGARITAS
CHILE COLORADO
MEXICAN BEERS
CHILE VERDE
HOMEMADE TORTILLAS

Orders To Go!
§ 22-5820
Open Monday - Sunday Iam - Ibm

Take Sunnybrae Exit

off Highway 10!
590 Crescent Way © Arcata
Check out our on-line specials at
Www. humboldtdining. com/fresta
nee

eee

ee
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CSSA: New rep fights for fees freeze
* Continued from page 3
into a complex state formula.
When Wilson made the decision to increase the student fees,

the CSSA made its voice heard by
lobbying against the proposal.
CSSA is organized throughout
CSU and UC systems. It
the entire
isa lobbying group representing a
collection of the student voices on
all the CSU campuses.
Each campus has one representative forthe CSSA council. HSU’s

representative is political science
junior, Jessica Fiedor.

per week for UC stu-

|

On the Gazebo, Old Town

dents. Enrollment in
the school would decrease and the student debt would rise
with the increase in
fees.
“From 1990-1997,
the CSU fees have in-

2nd & F Street 425 Snug Alley
Bayshore Mall

|

Eureka, CA 95501

CA

Eureka,

6562,

Po Box

9550.

creased 146 percent,
and the UC fees have

increased up to 283
percent, It is nice to
see that the CSSA is

track,”

keeping

The representatives have the op-

Fiedor said.
There
were numerportunity to attend a CSSA conous letters, e-mail,
ference held once a month at a
different campus. They represent - phone calls from students, and the attenthe 336,000 students in the sysdance ofabout 70 coltem. It will be HSU’s turn in Feblege students at the
ruary to host a CSSA conference.
CSU Board of TrustMike Caudill, HSU’s Associated

Students

president

said,

“The

CSSA is our version ofour campus

government at state level.”

Caudill said, there are 7,500 stu-

dents at HSU

represent

and he and Fiedor

the 33,000

students

within the State Legislation.
“The AS and CSSA both work

hand in hand,” Fiedor said.
‘The CSSA deals with issues like

the one-card or computer fees,
which have been topics of interest

on every campus. CSSA representatives also see how the other cam-

puses are dealing y with them.
“With some issues, like affirma-

tive action, CSSA needs to be neu-

tralin order to keep representation
valid,” Fiedor said.

The fee increase that was pro-

posed this summer was more than
three times the rate of inflation or
the growth in personal income. For

CSU students, itrepresents the cost

of books for one semester or food
for two months. It would mean

working one more ten-hour day

ees meeting held on

Aug.

4

in

PLEASURE
CENTER

Sacra-

mento.

Whilein Humboldt
Caudill
County,
ERIN CASSIDY / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
made many phone
JessicaFeidor, political science junior, is HSU’s
calls to AssemblyCSSA representative.
Virginia
woman
more-growth of higher education
Strom-Martin and to the Legislain the future, and there will be a
ture office in Sacramento.

four percent increase of enrollments for the CSU systems.
The UC system’s lobbying efforts were not as successful as the

After two weeks of lobbying, a

resolution was made to keep a lid
on any new fee increases.
“We believe Gov. Wilson
changed his mind from direct
lobbyingfromtheCSSA,”Caudillsaid.

CSU

have come to agreement with the
Legislative leadership on the board

outlines of a budget agreement,”

Gov. Wilson stated in a press re-

lease, “I’m very pleased that the
Legislature joined me in my commitment not to raise student fees
for higher education and to honor
the higher education compact.”

a better awareness of where their
money is spent, and therefore, have

a stronger opinion ofhow they want
it spent.”

This resolution will provide

We offer the finest jewelry:
Gauntlet, Penumbra & Lucky

822-1702
442-5610
Arcata
Eureka
1731 G St., Suite D
320 2nd Street
Northtown
Imperiale Square
Open 7 days: Monday-Thursday. 12-8
Friday- Sareny 12-9
Sunday. 12-5

Visit our web site at http://www.sexual center.com/

THE PUN BEGINS WERE!

ci]

re

Leather Lingerie « Leather Levis e Vamp Wear
Body Piercing « Erotic Toys « Oils & Lotions «
Artwork ¢ Books, Videos & CDs

systems, and as a result its

increased.
Beginning this year, UC fees will
be increased up to $400.
“The student lobbying on the
CSU level is a lot more pro-active
than in the UC system,” said Kelly
Richards, A.S. secretary, “Itseems
that students at the CSU level have

“Tam pleased to announce that I

Under New Management

tee

f

DG

\

.

Shower
Curtain Art
Distinctive looks for your
bathroom in patterned cloth or
vinyl. Also unbleached, undyed

J

“we

/

%

® TENTS

oRACKPACKS

eSLEEPING BAGS

_ SPOOTWEAR

con
Eureka

Sth & Myrtle
443-6528

McKinleyvilleneers
Genter

839-9445

cotton curtains; hooks, curtain

University Praise

liners, and bath pillows.

Marian Brady Design

:

where the flock likes to ®°
Sunday Nights at 7:30 P.M. ai Trmity Bapust

ck

Chureh 2450 Alhanee Rd

A campus shuttle will pick you up at the bottom of the "I at 7:20.
alwavs have GREAT MUSIC and a DOWN TO EARTH message
Areata.

1031 H St. * Arcata
aaa]

¢ 822-3450

¢
St. ¢ Eurekaca
—

9560

a place for our generation.
a ministry of
Campus Crusade for Christ

We
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Rally for the redwoods
About 6,000 people protested at
this year’s Headwaters Rally.
@ Protestors included

former Gov. Jerry Brown

piled

former Gov. Jerry Brown

sandbags around a Stafford resident’s home in anticipation of a

and singer Bonnie Raitt.

wet winter.

Despite darkening
police threats, 6,000

skies and
protesters

gathered on Sunday with a common goal — to save the Headwa-

“How can MAXXAM (owner of
Pacific Lumber) claim to own
something that was growing and
existing and doing fine before
MAXXAM existed, before the constitution existed, before the United

ters and adjacent forests.
States under European dominaThe original rally site was
tion existed and before the comCarlotta, butpolice threats offelony . mon law existed?” Brown said. “By
charges deferred protesters to
what right can ownership of those
Stafford, the site of a New Year’s
mudslide.

The third annual rally was lo-

older forms of life come to be? The
truth is, it doesn’t come to be.

“Only illegitimate authority can

cated about a mile south of Scotia,
a town owned by the Pacific Lumber Co. Protesters gathered and
marched to the site of the mudslide
that destroyed seven homes. Residents of Stafford claim Pacific

ever claim that somebody from
Texas can own the trees, the birds,
the flowing rivers, and the soil in

Lumber’s logging practices are responsible for the slide. Pacific

last year’s protest, 1,033 people
were arrested in Carlotta for attempting to walk down a road that

Lumber

has

continually

denied

these charges.
Protesters, including Bonnie
Raitt, Woody Harrelson and

these ancient groves.”
This year’s protest led to only
two arrests for minorviolations. At

leads into the forest.
The Headwaters Forest, located

“How can MAXXAM (owner of Pacific
Lumber) claim to own something that was
growing and existing and doing fine before
MAXXAM existed ...?”

MEL HUNT / LUMBERJACK STAFF

About 300 protestors gathered on the Arcata Plaza, above, on Saturday in preparation for Sunday’s-rally.
east of Scotia, is 60,000 acres and

includes 3,000 acres of virgin old
growth redwoods and Douglas fir
trees. Virgin old growth trees are
up to 1,000 years oldand can reach
heights up to 300 feet.
According to the Coalition to
Save Headwaters Forest, the Head-

waters is home to a variety of animal life, including several endan-

gered

species:

murrelet, coho
JERRY BROWN
Former California Governor

the

marbled

salmon

and

the

See Headwaters, page 18

MEL HUNT / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Protestors crowded Stafford on Sunday to protest the clearcutting of the Headwaters Forest. The rally

is held every year on Sept. 14, which marks the date Pacific Lumber can begin logging the forest.

ERIN CASSIDY

/ PHOTO CHIEF

Former drummer for the Grateful Dead, Mickey Hart, above, speaks
to the crowd of potestors gathered at the Arcata Plaza on Saturday.
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Neal R. Winnacott, D.V.M.

| Full Service Small Animal Hospital
¢ Medicine
e Surgery

e Vaccinations
¢ Spay/Neuter

¢ Dentistry
¢ Baths/Dips

¢ Supplies
¢ Boarding

1781 Central Ave. McKinleyville

Bring in this ad for 50% off your first office visit!
(For HSU students, faculty & alumni)

for all movement problems
e Exercise Instruction and Modification
¢ Pre and Post Surgical Rehabilitation
¢ Biofeed/EMG Posture and Body Mechanics
Training ¢ Back and Neck Injury
Schools ¢ Pool/Aquatic Therapy
¢ Work Conditioning * Home Health
¢e Pain Control Modalities
¢ Independent Exercise Programs
¢ Exercise/Injury Consultation

{IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

HealthSPORT Physical Therapy
300 Community Way ¢ Arcata
707-822-1797

tomorrow?

Hi Up to $5 million

the businesses owned by OIG,
Mont-bel, consumed alot of OIG’s

Moonstone may close its doors for good

By Jennifer Kho:

C)

fq

financial resources.
time, Moonstone was
idly and needed more
OIG, but the group

At the same
growing rapmoney from
couldn’t get

funding

necessary

the

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Patricof.
James Pablo, HSU

from

try major said, “OIG was being a

bunch of idiots by investing in a

is in danger of folding.

ona
out g
loser company and sellin
they thinking?”
What were .
winner
OIG could not be reached for

HSU social work major said.
Jim Kimbrell, the executive director of Arcata Economic Development Corporation (AEDC)said,
“It’s very difficult to see a company that has been here for20 years
with a really good reputation in its
market ... find itself unable to go

comment.

Kimbrell said, “Patricoflost conabilfidence in OIG’s management
ity and refused to supply them with
any more money. OIG had madea
series of management and financial decisions that were not in the

forward,”
Moonstone is a wholesale com-

bestinterests ofshortand longterm

pany that produces sleeping bags
and outdoor apparel. It was
founded in 1976 by Fred Will-

“One of the obvious mistakes

iams,

a former

HSU

student.

Moonstone also wholly owns an-

other company named Quest,
which sells tents, backpacks and
fanny packs.
Both company’s products are
sold in many major sporting goods

stores across the globe. According
to Kimbrell,

Moonstone

became

financially strapped whenits holding company,
San Francisco-based
Outdoor Industry Group (OIG),
could
not provide Moonstone with
adequate funding.
In 1995, Outdoor Industry
Group made a deal with a New
York firm called Patricof& Co. to
buy a number of businesses. including Moonstone. The plan was

to manage the businesses’
finances
without participating in their day-

to-day activities. In return, both
OlG and Patricof would profitfrom
the business venture.
According to Kimbrell, one of

Operations.

was that OIG made no new investinto

ments

Moonstone,

even

though Moonstone had such a
rapid growth rate it was obvious it
would need more.”

According to Kimbrell, Moonstone had “no clue” OIG didn’t
have the necessary capital until six
or seven months ago.

In the meantime,

Moonstone

consumed its revenue and ran up
its bills in order to supply its customers with products.
Finally, many of Moonstone’s

suppliers stopped providing materials on

credit,

couldn’t

get any

and

OIG

money

still

from

Patricof.
Then

became

‘gave Moonstonea

products from any of its vendors,
because it cannot pay for previous
purchases.
Also, Moonstone has already
from its bank, Congress Financial
Corporation and may not take out
any more loans.
As a result, half of Moonstone
and Quest’s workforces were laid
off Aug. 29.
“There is a limited amount of
work that can be done considering
the financial situation,” Kimbrell
said. “It’s really sad because Moonstone hired college students for

some of the part-time jobs, which
gave them business experience
comfrom working in an operating
pany.”
Kimbrell estimates it would take
between $4.5 million and $5 mil-

lion to pay off Moonstone’s outstanding loan and put the com-

pany back in full operation. Ifa
buyer willing to invest this money

is found, everyone who worked at
Moonstone and Quest will gradually be called back, Kimbrell said.
If no buyer is found, Moonstone
will close, and its assets will be sold
individually to separate buyers.

On Friday, Moonstone received

an extension from Congress Financial Corporation to continue

payroll for its 54 workers until

Tuesday, while it continues discussions with potential buyers.

before Moonstoneis forced to stop
operating. So far, Kimbrell said, It

$35.000

has spoken with major recreatlon

so the company

pay Its employees

could

andattendacru-

cial outdoor retail show. where
Moonstone makes most ofits sales,
P itricof

Moonstone is now unable to buy

involved

grantand Patricofgave Moonstone
$265,000

relationship with

[tis hoped a buyer will be found

AEDC

by negotiating a deal with Patricof.
AEDC

Moonstone’s
OIG.

spent all the money from a loan
biochemis-

$10 million in Arcata’s economy,

“It’s not fair,” Latrice Prater,

PHYSICAL THERAPY

ent.

Gone

Moonstone Mountaineering,
Inc., a business representing up to

BE INDEPENDENTLY
HEALTHY

e Sports Medicine

out of business.
Moonstone Mountaineering, Inc., an Arcata retail store since 1976, is in danger of going

needed to keep Moonstone in business.

VACCINATION CLINICS EVERY SATURDAY 12 TO 1 PM
839-9414
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and abroad. Several prospects have
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’ Over Ten Years In The Detect

Buy ¢ Sell « Trade
Loans on anything of value
315 F Street
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 44528332
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Specializing in Metaphysical,
Self-Help, Healing & Renewal Books
Open | 2-6 Tuesday-Friday
& 12-3 Saturday
1136 Third Street, Eureka, CA
(707) 441-1506
Darline Thompson, Owner
formerly Thompson

House Books,Art & Gifts
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This year’s Headwaters Rally drew about 6,000 people to Stafford
on Sunday to protest the clearcutting of the 60,000-acre Headwaters
Forest. According to the Coalition to Save Headwaters Forest, the
forest contains trees that are 300 feet tall, 15 feet wide and about
1,500 years old. The forest is also home to endangered species suchas
the spotted owl, the marbled murrelet and the coho salmon. HSU
forestry freshman Patrick Bostwick, left, was aparticipant at Sunday’s
rally. Activist Jene McCovey, above, asked a crowd of about 300
protestors who gathered on the Arcata Plaza on Saturday to meditate
and pray for the forest, which is owned by MAXXAM/ Pacific Lumber.
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New York Times
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available through

We just spent $250,000
making Colony Inn a better
place to live.
THE

OUTDOOR

Omicron Delta Kappa
A National Leadership Honor Society

The Deal:

available Monday thru Friday

»Complete control of your

from September 2nd to Decem-

own private space

ber 1 7th (except Thanksgiving Week:

»Affordable - from $275 with
On The Plaza,

Arcata
\ Open Every Day 822-0321 )

Letters

‘

For only $28.12 the NYT will be

November 24 — 28),

a $200 deposit

Write a check made out to

»Just a walk from everything

NYT—ODK

and on the bus line

mail attention Lockey White at

»Coming soon:

Associated Students and include

Free

your phone number.

internet access & an
exercise

Questions:

room

Come Take a Look!
455 Union Street

and send via campus

822-1909

Contact Lockey White, A.S.
Vice President of Student
Affairs at 826-5414.

All faculty, staff and students are
invited to subscribe.
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° Fast Friendly Service

Arcata has modeled its new bike program after similar programs in Boulder, Colo. and Olympia, Wash.

Al Quality
Students Welcome
Darkroom Supplies and Accessories
B&W and Color Printing on Premises
¢ 10% Student Discount

Mean, green machines
Arcata’s new bike program is coming soon

34 Sunny Brae Center 8
2 6 an 1 9 7
ARCATA
T

Mi Nonprofit group will
loan bikes to Arcatans

free of charge.
By Nora Whitworth
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Newman

Community
A Catholic student organization
® Daily

=
al

Green was picked as the bikes’
color duringa raffle at which people
were asked to write down their

The program will leave 75 bicycles in main areas of Arcata for
anyone to use within city limits,
Pardi said. The program will have
25 spare bicycles available once
the originals start to disappear.

Eighty percent chose green.
In January, the council decided

“After the first 20,30

people steal a bike you’ve satisfied

the local demands and the rate of

missing bikes goes down,” he said.
“We expecta 50 percent annual
theft rate based on programs in
Boulder, Colo. and Olympia,
Wash.,” Kirkpatrick said. “There

g
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Natural

Resources
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7th Street

e Study Area

NEWMAN CENTER
700 Union Stree!
Arcata, California

(207) 822-6057

;
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¢ Counseling

alc keane

¢ Spiritual Guidance

5 | 151 £. 16th St.

‘ Tutoring

ae

$5,000 plus a

It set aside

$13,500 grant from the North
Coast Air Quality Management
District, Kirkpatrick said.

Atits Sept. 3 meeting, the Council awarded $11,000 to ASSIST.

Another $7,500 was allocated to

pay for the time staff spent working
on the project.

See Bikes, page I7

THE VILLAGE

Study Hall Special
Appetizer Combo

Computers

[_t™~—SCS

14th Street

year.

nelveals

¢ Bible Study
¢ Friday night dinners

e

gram an official goal for the fiscal

7a.m.

¢ Service Projects
16th

to make a community bicycle pro-

will always be some disappearing.

¢ Social Activities
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or 40

favorite color, Kirkpatrick said.

oe

822-6057
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with similar programs, including
Austin, Texas; Portland, Ore. and
Olympia, Wash., are run entirely
ona volunteer basis, he said.

¢ Camaraderie

Humboldt Countys Own
Family Restaurants
& Dessert Shoppes

1/2

i Four Locations
Eureka

1912 Broadway

Fortuna
Arcata

Only $3.95 with

719 So. Fortuna Blvd

i McKinleyville

Valley West Shopping Ctr

1751
=

Central Ave
2

Order French Fries,
4 Onion Rings
2 Cheese Sticks
& 2 Chicken Strips
No Substitutions

___Coupon___
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Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chaplain: Fr. Louis Coddaire

Mass

the program proposal presented
to the City Council.
.

Oe

5:30p.m.

claimer statements, according to

ae

Mass

off after it starts.”
Bicycles will be painted completely green and will have a plate
with user instructions and dis-

=

Catholic

Pardi.

Hopefully it will drastically taper

xpires 9/30/39

HSU

A fleet of green moving objects
will be surfacing in Arcata next
month.
No, it’s not something out of
“The X-Files.” It’s a program providing bicycles for all who want a
convenient, non-polluting mode of
transportation.
The Arcata Bike Program was
officially adopted two weeks ago,
when the City Council signed a
contract
with ASSIST (Agency for
Sustainable Systemsin Scienceand
Technology), alocal nonprofit organization that will be administering and providing insurance for
the program, said Arcata’s Transportation Superintendent Larry

Pardi is the city representative
who works with ASSIST and its
volunteers.
“Arcata is the first city in the
state to coordinate a project like
this,”
Vice-Mayor
Jason
Kirkpatrick said.
Other cities in the United States
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ICHABOD’S BILLIARDS
e TWOFER TUESDAY
ADAM CONLEY

/

2 CAN SHOOT FOR PRICE
OF ONE - 7 P.M. TO CLOSE

K STAFI

The Carnegie Library, located in Eureka, was placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1984.

e WACKY WEDNESDAY

Former library turned modern gallery

PROGRESSIVE BEER
SPECIALS FOR POOL PLAYERS
7-8 P.M. ALL BOTTLED
BEER & WINE $1

The old and the new
By Josh Parks
Some of the finest art in the area
has found
a new
home
at

SALLY ARNOT
Emeritus member,

The Humboldt Arts Council is

leasing the Carnegie Library, located at 636 F Street in Eureka, so
council staff can preserve and ex-

hibit regional art.
~The staff believes that this facility will benefit the county.
“If 10 percent of the tourist in-

dustry stays one more day, it adds
$30 million to the annual economy

said

Sally

Arnot,

The bricks, imprinted with the

Arts Council.
The upgrades
include retofitting
and remodeling the building along

buyer’s name, will become part of

with improving
the building’s heating, plumbing and lighting.

the Carnegie Library. The goal is
to sell all 12,000 bricks. To date,

“This is a very sound building,
but to satisfy the ordinances and
codes ithas to be dealt with,” Arnot
said.

2,200 bricks, at an average cost of

“Building(s) of this type in Caltfornia by the year 2002, by law,
must be reinforced,” ’ she said in
reference
to the
building’s
unreinforced masonry.
Other remodeling includes the
transformation of the building’s
interior walls to exhibit walls. Ex-

council’s permanent collection as

hibit walls have a layer of plywood

well as work from local artists.

beneath the outer layer of drywall,

facility, about $600,000 of restoration work is needed.
“We'll want to maintain the character and integrity of the building,
so we're basically doing things to

upgrade,” said Debbie Goodwin,

allowing the staff to hang pictures
anywhere on the wall without fear

ASSIST

will use $6,000

from

thegrant to buy 100 program-ready
bikes and $5000 will be used for

ongoing bike maintenance and
outreach/education, Pardi said.

$70 per brick, have been sold.
The Arts Council has also received a $30,000 grant from the
Ben
B. Cheney Foundation located

in Tacoma, Wash., which had a
lumber company in Humboldt.

When the goal of $600,000 is
reached, restoration work will begin. Currently, about $300,000 has
been raised.

The

projected

For every bike the nonprofit
turns out, the city gives them $65,
Kirkpatrick said.
There is no age restriction for
the bicycles and no specific rules

volves

sources, including the “Brick by
Brick” campaign.

the library, which occurred Oct. 1,
1904.

Because the bicycles will not be
locked up, they will be availabe 24
hours a day. However, since it 1s
illegal to ride a bicycle at night
without a light, riders will have to

she and others began organizing

or guidelines. Ifa person parks an

ASSIST bicycle with the intent to
later ride it back to their neighbor-

hood, there is no guarantee that
the bicycle will still be there.
oh

o

The bikes will be refurbished
and maintained at a warehouse in
the Marsh Commons building on
South G Street, with the labor be-

_ ing provided by volunteers.
Heather Shafer,an HSU English
senior and program volunteer said
ara
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21 AND OVER PLEASE!

TRADITIONAL-STYLE
TOFU
@

Fresh

@

Baked ° omoked

“We (the staff) would ideally love

is coming from an assortment of

Arcata Police Department.

615 5TH ST. e EUREKA # 442-2989

completion
of the restoration work
is unknown.

of tearing out the drywall.
Money for the restoration work

unclaimed bicycles found by the

I THE ONLY PLACE TO SHOOT”

date for the

Oct. 1, 1999, otherwise Oct. 1,
2000,” Arnot said.
The significance of Oct. 1 re-

provide their own light.
Bicycles will be supplied from
donations and public auction of

ALL PITCHERS $5 FOR POOL
PLAYERS - 7 P.M. TO CLOSE

the permanent paving of the courtyard and walkways surrounding

around

the dedication

of

Bikes: Greener, cleaner transportation

- Continued from page 16

e SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER

Humboldt Arts Council

executive director ofthe Humboldt

emeritus
member ofthe Humboldt
Arts Council and 1986 art graduate of HSU.
“We feel that the arts will draw
tourists, and will entertain them
and keep them here.”
The art that tourists will see includes 250 pieces from the

Before the public can tour the

$1 PINTS FOR POOL PLAYERS
7 P.M. TO CLOSE

will entertain them and keep them here.”

California’s oldest free library.

of tourism,”

¢ TAURSTY THURSDAY

“We feel that the arts will draw tourists, and

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Available in fine restaurants,
delis and markets

throughout .Humbolat.

the program in May, working with

residents who had begun a shortlived free bike program two years
ago.
“Bikes

have

been

trickling in

since word has gotten out into the
community,” she said.

Once the program begins, volunteers will check the bicycles and
fix minor problems suchas flat tires
or a loose chain repairs wherever

the bicycle happens to be at the
time. Bicycles with more extensive
mechanical problems will be taken

to the warehouse on a two-person
bicycle with a cart attached.
wer

bts

*®A*

BAF

AY!

Locally made

with organic

TOFU SHOP

ingredients

Specialty Foods, Inc.

Phone/Fax 707-822-7401
Arcata, California
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Rally drew 6,000 people -
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Headwaters:

rchasing
to see the government pu

* Continued from page Il
its ecosystem.

Last September, state and fed-
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eJANSPORT
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Center

eral government officials combined
an
efforts with MAXXAM to form
00
agreement that preserves 7,5
acres of the Headwaters torest.
However, only two of the six
ancient forest groves were Ppro
3 eement. For comtected by the agr
plete protection, protesters want

MAXXAM

and

waters
all 60.000 acres of the Head

Stafford

forest.
or of
Cecilia Lanman, a direct
tion Inthe Environmental Protec
ville,
formation Center in Garber

not change.
The rally occurs

(CEO

Hurwitz

can expect

protesters to

return next Sept. 14 if policy does

on Sept. 14

because it 1s the last official day of
the marbled murrelet’s mating season, allowing Pacific Lumber to
begin logging the Headwaters Forest.

with’
said “the deal they negotiated
Charles

residents of

of

s
MAXXAM) behind closed door

that
last September) is nota deal
.”
will save the Headwaters forest
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HIGH STAKES INDIAN BINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY - SUNDAY
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES

BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO

SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!
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VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGESSIVE JACKPOTS
NICKELS TO DOLLAR MACHINES
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The Lost Coast Brewery & Café * Food Served Until Midnight
617

HENDERSON CENTER
BICYCLES

¢ Downtown

4th Street

Eureka

* 445-4480

HUMBOLDT TATTOO & BODY PIERCING
SMOKE SHOP
The Most Experienced Body
Piercer & Tattooist on the North Coast

TREKuss
cannondale

Gustom

Specializing in: Fine Line *

%

ghribal « Cover-ups#¥

HANDMADEINUSA

_ ROLLERBLADE A
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OUTDOOR
Arcata

\ Open Every Day 822-0321 |

“Free Lifetime Adjustments”
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AatioSnsSlendingFOa helping
tal issues, groups sprung up to
fight for the environment and the

first Earth Day was held in 1970.

NEC was established when the

northern group of the redwood

chapter of the Sierra Club and the
Western

Region Audubon

Soci-

ety came together with three local
campus groups: the Boot Blisters
(hiking) Club, the Phoenix Envi-

By Carla Martinez
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Arcata’s Northcoast

Environ-

mental Center, a non-profit orga-

nization, is not only helping by
fighting for various environmental
Issues, it is also striving to get the

ronmental Committee and the
North Coast Rivers. And now that
the banding together of these five
groups has occurred, NEC often

Joins efforts with other groups to
form a larger and more effective

community educated and involved
in the decision making process for

coalition.

a better world.
NEC came together in 1971.
With the tide of activism that surrounded the arising environmen-

powering people to get involved
in the decision making process that
affects the environment. Sowelike

“We have a general goal of em-

to think we promote good citizen-

ship,” said NEC Executive Direc-

tor Tim McKay.
Efforts to reach out to the com-

munity include a monthly newspaper and a weekly radio show. Cur-

rent environmental efforts, issues

and events are featured. Econews
is printed 1] timesa year (there isa
double issue for January and February that comes out at the start of

the year) and is issued and available as close to the first ofthe month
as possible.
New student membership to

NEC, which includes an Econews

subscription, is $15 a year. The

media

outlets,”

McKay said.
One of the main goals the
NEC has is to protect public
lands in the Humboldt County

area, especially
by litigating to put
an end to what they feel are environmental abuses.
“Over the almost 27 years we

have been in existence we have
developed a considerable amount
of expertise in dealing with public
lands,” McKay said. “I think one

of our greatest achievements is the
creation of 800,000 acres of wil-

radio show, Econews Report, airs
for half an hour on KHSU, Mon-

derness here in Northwestern California as part of the national preservation system.”

important. You are not going to

A current public land preserva:
tion issue that has NEC actively
involved is the protection of Head-

days at 8 p.m.
“Environmental literacy is very

achieve this through the normal

wood trees just south of Eureka.
This land is owned by Pacific

Lumber Company which was ac-

quired by the Maxxam Corporationin

1985. According to McKay,

Pacific Lumber

Company

was

more conservative in its clear-cutting than the current parent corporation. Butnow that cuts have been
increased dramatically, not only
the trees are under siege.

See NEC,page 22

waters, an old growth forest ofred-

Food Not Bombs

Serving free meals to homeless

By Mel Hunt
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A long-standing dispute between Food Not Bombs and the

Arcata City Council will soon end
in a mutual agreement.

A lawsuit filed by the city sought
an injunction to prevent Food Not
Bombs from continuing with their
free meals program served on the

plaza at 5:30 pm each day.

The lawsuit was filed for violations of state health codes because
food Not Bombs was preparing
food in members’ kitchens.
“They need to be in a perma-

nent, approved kitchen,” said Jennifer Hanan, Arcata City Council

member.

The city is offering the kitchen
at the 14th and D Street community center.

“They can still serve at the plaza
as long as they wrap the food in
individual containers, and no open
kettles are used,”Hannan

said,

“Food Not Bombs has been really
wonderful toward us, and we are
trying to work out some

type of

agreement.”
Requirementsthat Food Not Bombs
must meet include obtaining a plaza
use permit, insurance, and new food

handling techniques that comply with
the state health code.

Food Not Bombswill beallowed
to serve meals to homeless persons on the Arcata plaza as long as
they stay within the law,” said
Arcata City Manager, Alice Har-

ris.

The plaza-use permit has been
extended by the city at no charge
to the organization. An insurance
policyis being purchased for Food
Not Bombs by an unnamed benefactor.
Food Not Bombs

collects or-

ganic vegetarian food from the CoOp, Wildberries, and the Farmer’s

market daily. Itis cooked and seasoned to be a healthy, nutritious

meal.

They do not use any meat

or dairy products in their menu.
Rodney Brunlinger, along-time
Food Not Bombs member has
been the primary driving force
negotiating with the city to reach
an understanding. He declines to
call himself'a leader, because the

group has no hierarchy — all decisions are made by consensus of
the entire membership.
Food Not Bombs isa grass roots
political organization that began
in Boston in 1980 to support antinuclear protests throughout New
England.
They are a fast-growing move-

See FNB, page20
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CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Kashi Albertson , agriculture junior(bottom) and Jode Raybin , anthrapology sophmore(top)
serve a
group of hungry people some of Food Not Bo mbs vegan soup with bread Monday on the Plaza.
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Helping victims of domestic violence

has been helping victims of domestic violence for more than 20

years by providing counseling and
shelter.
According

to the Director of

HWS Bonnie MacGregor, the
organization started out when a
few individuals got together and
began to discuss women’s issues
in the early 1970s.

“This was during the women’s
rights movement, when women
started getting

together

to talk

about their problems, they discovered that they had a lot of violence in theirhomes,” MacGregor
said.

Women for Shelter.
HWS provides emergency
counseling and géneral help to individuals via its 24-hour hotline.
Trained staff members will give
advice and inform people of their
options during their time of need.
Last year HWS averaged five
calls per day on their domestic-

She also said that 70 percent of
individuals that leave abusive rela-

tionships are stalked in some way

by their former spouse, making it

unsafe for them and their children
to stay in the area.

“We are sort of like an under-

ground railroad, we keep in touch
with other shelters throughout the

country, if someone needs to get
out of the area we point them to

violence hotline with 2,300 total

another shelter,” MacGregor said.

calls.
In addition, HWS offers temporary and permanent shelter to help

According to the Commander
of Field Operations for the Eureka
Police Department Bill Honsal,

those trying to escape abusive relationships.
MacGregor said the overwhelm-

ing majority of those being abused
are

women,

about

95

percent

JAVIG

average.

NDVIAIIWNYUYNVIONVD

Humboldt Women for Shelter
is a nonprofit organization that

Humboldt women got together,
decided to do something about the
problem, and formed Humboldt

domestic violence calls are up 23

r
of 1997
the first quarte
for t
percen
compared to the first quarter of
1996. Honsal added that arrests
for domestic violence are also up

Information provided by- Jeannie Buerer, records supervisor, Arcata Police
15 percent for that same time period compared to last year.
“We experience more than the
state average of domestic violence
calls,” Honsal said.

said many

MacGregor

HSU

women volunteer at HWS.
“Right now we do not have any
men volunteers because women
who are the victims of domestic
violence often find it difficult to be

around men,” MacGregor said,
“But we are looking into having

some positive male role models for
the children of abused mothers.”
The number for the 24 hour crisis hotline is 443-6042. The ser-

vice also accepts collect calls.
“Our main goal is to help people
have positive and loving relation-

ships,” MacGregor said.

FNB:Free meals will continue to be served on plaza
¢ Continued from page 19
ment with more than 160 chapters in the United States
and Canada, plus many more in Europe.
According to Internet information from the Elgin,
Illinois chapter, Food Not Bombs believes that human

life should be valued over material possessions.
On their Web site they state that they believe many
basic problems in society are rooted in the fact that our
priorities are misplaced. They wish to call attention to
the failure ofa society to feed those in need while continuing to fund warfare and violence in the form of police and
the military.

food from restaurants, health food stores, organic pro-

They believe that poverty, itself, is a kind of violence

duce wholesalers,
and super markets, preparing it quickly
and tastefully in field kitchens or members’ homes, and
servingit to hungry, destitute homeless persons the same

against the disadvantaged.
Food Not Bombs’ efforts attempt to be highly visible,
serving thousands of free vegan meals daily in public places
where their message-through-action can be perceived by

day.

Due to their high visibility in public places, they have

many.

They say on the Web site that the methods they use are a
protest statement against militarism and poverty ina system
that wastes enough nourishing, healthy food to feed the
hungry when its loss of cosmetic appeal diminishes its
commercial value.
Food Not Bombs’ strategy is to collect surplus vegetarian

historically been harassed and arrested in many cities
throughout the United States and Canada.

_

To experience first hand what Food Not Bombs 1s
doing for society, go to the Arcata plaza at 5:30 p.m. any
evening and enjoy a free, healthy meal.
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\ Open Every

Laundromat
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- DRY FREE

HSU Special
25¢ oft**
Monday-Friday 7am to 10am

Day 822-0321 )
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Vajra Snow awaits an ice cream cone from Shannon Boyes a social work senior and Tiffany’s employee.

NORTHTOWN BOOKS |

A Place for Children
DTO-

i

Tiffany’s funding youth programs in Arcata

ly

ind

me

KEEPING THE INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORE
SPIRIT ALIVE ON THE NORTH COAST

ave
tes

Jennifer Kho
LUMBERJACK STAFFSCSCSCS

“TI like

most

businesses,

Tiffany’s Garden for Children is
not in business for profit.

Unlike many charity organizations, Tiffany’s does not rely mainly
on donations.
Tiffany’s is a restaurant that specializes in veggie mochies for vegetarians,

turkey

sandwiches

for

people who eat meat, ice cream

and arcade games for everyone and
grass roots programs for children

and their families.
Founded by Carol Heaslip, 16

nt

merge

years ago, Tiffany’s was once a

business, but became a non-profit
organization in 1995. It has’created many charity youth programs
and projects, including the Arcata
Skateboard Park, monthly teen
dances, job training for youth, cooperative child care, youth counseling referrals, a parent support

group and the Feed the Hungry
Children program.
“I started Tiffany’s because I saw
terrible game rooms everywhere,
where people smoked cigarettes
and it was dark and scary. I decided to create something well-lit,
safe and wholesome,” Heaslip said.
“But when it was a business, it had
a constant flow of kids with needs.
There was no children’s center

nearby, so we began filling the
needs of these children.”
Many children come to Tiffany’s

after school.

said

Bryan

Waxler, a ninth grader at Arcata

UV

Unlike

it here,”

because that is what we need to do

High. “It’s a fun place and it’s neat.”

Tiffany’s serves many different

Adam Luna, who is also a ninth-

kind of foods. Its veggie mochie,
one of Heaslip’s inventions, is made

grader at Arcata High, agreed.
“You can hang out here and
people don’t nag you for it. There
aren’t any people here knocking
you offor anything.”
Some latch-key kids have grown
up in here, said Heaslip, who also
teaches t’ai chi at HSU and in Eureka.
Tiffany’s, which is publicly
owned, is run by a board of directors made up entirely of volunteers
from the community. It is entirely
community-supported, and boasts
of programs started by parents and
the children themselves.
“When you buy food or play
video games at Tiffany’s, you sup-port programs for children and
their families. That’s the only way
these programs will survive,
Tiffany’s is their backbone,”
Heaslip explained, “because The
skateboard park project, for instance, could

not exist without

Tiffany’s.”
There is no administrative over-

with whole grain brown rice covered with hummus, onions, avocados, sprouts, toasted sesame seeds

ventional

foods, such

Humboldt Surf

as sand-

wiches, quesadillas, nachos, pizza
bread and “ice cream treats,” which

include frozen yogurt and sorbet,
milk shakes, smoothies, floats and

sundaes. None of the foods
Tiffany’s makes are deep fried, and
nothing on the menu costs more
than $3.75.

There are also birthday specials
and food delivery is available within
a three block radius of the Plaza for
a 15 percent delivery charge.
Heaslip, who has lived in Arcata
for 17 years, said creating and sus-

The finest in cold water surf equipment

Check out our new plaza location!

taining Tiffany’s as a community

center has been her biggest project.
“My favorite part of Tiffany’s is
that it is a grass roots effort. It 1s

paid. At the moment, Heaslip said
Tiffany’s is 75 percent self-sufficient, and depends on donations

esque, because we are a city that is

for the rest of the money required
to stay afloat.
Tiffany’s is normally pretty busy
after school when school is in session, Heaslip said. “But we are
trying to cultivate a lunch crowd

still a community. We take care of

since only the servers are

957 H ST. ARCATA ¢ 707-822-2834

and a garlic and ginger marinate.
She has many such recipes from
her very strict vegetarian diet.
But Tiffany’s also serves con-

Arcata’s way of providinga healthy
living community for children and
their families. It’s very Arcata-

head,

New books & periodicals » Special orders
of books, CD roms & books on tape
welcome at no extra charge. Open every day
LUCA eC
Le On

to survive.”

each other,” she said.
“We want to be involved and

make our world better. I feel honored to be able to give something
back to this community that I love.”

e
e
e
e

Surfboards
Wetsuits
Skateboards
Snowboards

¢
¢
¢
¢

Windsurfing
Clothing
Shoes and Sandals
Board Building Supplies

It’s817 H all
here!
St. « Arcata
707-822-2680
1-800-656-SURF
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NEC
* Continued from page 19
Logging starts a chain reaction.

Streams are affected and the ani-

mals thatare supported by the habi-

tat also suffer the consequences.
The murlet, a seabird, makes its
nest in the tree heights. Without

its nesting site, the bird population might plummet McKay said.
NEC has also made great

progress in bringing attention and
help in the form of protective laws
and threatened

for endangered

species. Some animals that have

been featured include the northern spotted owl and the coho
salmon.

Operational expenses, including

prosecuting attorney fees, employee salaries, and the publication costs of Econews, are covered

ERIN CASSIDY /CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

mainly through contributions from

Tim McKay Director of the North Coast Environmental stays up to date with many environmental issues.

Additional funds come from gov-

the public and membership fees.

“We have a general

goal of empowering

people to get
involved...”

TIM MCKAY
NEC Director

ernment grants and merchandise,
like T-shirts, that are sold in the

storefront of their offices at 879
Ninth St. in Arcata.
There are many ways for individuals to get involved. And going
down to the NEC’s office or reading the calender section (the back
page) of Econews is a good start.

There are numerous groups that

need volunteers for restoration activities or forattending public meetings where environmental decisions are made.
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Michael Hedges cuts himself.

Guitarist is also producer
crowds all over the country. They combine
a little humor, singing and a lot of acoustic

By Michelle Teets
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Michael

guitarist

World-renowned

guitar playing.
Hedges graduated from the prestigious
Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore, amu-

Hedges, known for his unique shows that
mx many elements, is scheduled to perform
at HSU’s Van Duzer Theatre Saturday at 8

sic institute

ag
Beem

p.m.
This

concert

first in a series

is the

@ composition.

of

Hedges

may

not

be

ating, Hedges left for California where he was discov©
ered by William Ackerman,
founder of Windham Hill Records.
He was offered a record deal on the spot
and soon after recorded “Breakfast In The
Field,” his groundbreaking debut. Other
critically acclaimed records followed, including Grammy-nominated “Aerial Bound-

a

household name, he has been composing and performing since the
early 80s. He is best known
for his lively, innovative gui-

tar playing, butheisalsoa
skilled singer, composer
and producer.
Hedges’ unique style

aries,” and “Watching My Lite Go By.”
In 1990 Hedges began producing
his own

records, starting with ““Taproot” and lead-

of music has intrigued
audiences nationwide,

ing to “The Road To Return.”

He has experimented with creating varia-

and won the praise of crit-

tions in his music, such as vocals and mul-

ics everywhere. The
has acL.A. Times

PHOTO COURTESY OF
* WINDHAM HILL RECORDS

d
dge
talents,
knowlehis
saying

that

with

his

“slapping, finger-pick-

ing, stroking and tapping

rhythms

...

Michael
Hedges’
performances combine
humor,
singing
and
acoustic guitar playing.

Hedges’

virtually ex-

plode out ofhis guitar.”
His one-man concerts

have entertained

After gradu-

M

appearances for Hedges in California. He
just finished a coast-to-coast tour in July.
Although

that is a division of Johns
Hopkins University, where
hic carned a degree in music

large

OF DEENA

ZACHARIN

Dieselhed was formed in Arcata and
used to jam above Wildwood Music.

Dieselhed
to bring
wackiness

playing is still what most of his music is
based on.
His latest record, “Oracle,” features some

By Frank Vella

awe-inspiring

Dieselhed is wacked. But in a good
way.

acoustic

guitar

melodies,

many of which were inspired by the return
of his long-lost guitar that was stolen
years ago.

15

Hedges not only composes his own mu

See Hedges, page 28

Benefit for Headwaters feat

CAMPUS EDITOR

The band was formed in Arcata in

1989. In a way this show could be a
‘sentimental Humboldt County home-

coming show, but don’t count on it.
Dieselhed’s roots are planted firmly

in the floor ofan apartment above Wildwood Music in Arcata, where members

of the band used to get together to play.
In fact, the band said in a phone interview

from

San

Francisco

that

the

Jambalaya was the site of some of their
best shows ever.

By Peter Sciacca

The current line-up includes Atom
Ellis on bass, Virgil Shaw, Zac Holtzman

~ Scene Editor

and Shawn McAlinn on guitars and vo-

cals, Danny Heifetz on drums and
Prozac, the clarinet player. Prozacis not
expected to be at Hefe’s on Saturday,

If trees could dance they would have been

groovin’ appreciatively to the all-star line up
thatrocked Eureka’s Municipal Auditorium

however, due to undisclosed reasons.

last Friday.

Whenasked how they would describe

Rob
Raitt,
Bonnie
Performers
Wasserman, Bob Weir, Mickey Harte and

Joanne Rand

the band’s music, Shaw said, “We’re

the last honest pizza.”

joined forces for Forest Aid —

Heifetz describes their soundas“...a

little rock’n’ roll — we play real melodic

a benefit concert for Headwaters Forest.
Outside the auditorium during the performance about 50 to 60 people were gathered. The buzz of chatting and acoustic
strumming filled the night air.
Insidea large crowd that filled the venue’s
balcony and floor area was electrified by the
smooth singing and rich, intense acoustic
strumming of Bob Weir.

slow stuff, but we get too excited and we

start to rock out.”
Dieselhed has two albums to date — a

self-titled debut in 1993 and

full-length album, tentatively titled
“Shallow Water Blackout,” is expected
to be released in mid-October followed
in December by “Waltz in D,” which
contains much of its slower, more me-

lodic songs.
The band left Humboldt County in

feel.

One of Weir’s tunes opened with a dark

acoustic rhythm and transformed into a suc-

cession of bright-sounding open chords at
the song’s bridge.

See Forest Aid, page 27

1995's

“Tales of the Brown Dragon.” A new

Most of Weir’s material consisted of playful folk rhythms with a distinct percussive

Bonnie Raitt played guitar and piano at
last Friday's Forest Aid benefit concert.

COURTESY

tiple instruments, but his outstanding guitar

e trees
Jamming for uredthman
y big artists

ERIN CASSIDY/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

PHOTO

ERIN CASSIDY /CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER
the crowd withsmooth
Bob Weir electrified
singing and intense acoustic strumming.

the early ’90s for a few reasons. While
some members moved to San Francisco

See Dieselhed, page 28
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Poetry Jam

By Stephanie Dueser

syllable
and ends witha stressed or

LUMBERJACK

long syllable. One poet sang parts

Local

STAFF

poets

converge

of his poem. A former air force
officer addressed Princess Diana’s
death and the eviction of homeless
people from the South Jetty.
Curt Musaique, 25, celebrated

at the

Jambalaya club Tuesdays to perform their work at the monthly
“open-mic.” poetry night.
Patrons filled the tables and
lined the bar to hear poems on

his birthday by incorporating t’ai
chi

first-time

into

his

two poems

about

“agelessness.” Musaique said he

“every possible subject,” as one
poet said. Love, mourning, anger, sex, adventure and wisdom
were among the topics explored
by both

Club offers a comfortable environment for poets
of all ability levels to read their works aloud

appreciates
the noncompetitive en-

vironment at the Jambalaya.
“Tt’s an addiction,” said Laura

Koskinen, a regular at the read-

contributors

and regular readers.

ings. “I need it to get through the

The host, Crawdad Nelson,
kicked off the night with a welcome and the two rules — read
your own poetry and limit it to
five minutes.

month and It’s a way to connect at
some level.

“That doesn’t happena lot these
days. Poetry is still a place to do
that.”

“What we provide is a com-

Kaskinen,a
mother ofeight from
New Jersey, said she finds inspira-

tortable place for people to come

from all levels of poetic experi-

tion from music of all genres and
from her family on the East Coast.

ence and present their work,”
Nelson said.
Dimmed track lights shined on

silent attention

and

paintings crafted by area artists.

with

The

The main stage stayed empty and
dark. All bodies turned toward a
small podium opposite the bar.
A spoof fantasy story about

cubes against glass could be heard
during a poem. Laughter, chatter

Special”
and author of Perfor|
mance Poets Series “The Bowl of

and comments rang out after many

the Woods.” He said when he
moved to the Arcataarea nine years
ago there were university readings
but no forums for new voices.

The audience gave each reader

Each

line of the poem

has five metric feet. Each

clink of ice

Nelson is a former publisher of

foot

starts with an unstressed or short

ENTERARICS

off

of the poems. People approached
each other during a five minute
intermission to discuss what they
had heard or shared.

being poor was followed by a
proper love sonnet iniambic pentameter.

applause.

sent each

the

literary

magazine

“Steelhead

PHOTO COURTESY OF LAURA KOSKINEN

Dick Stuhl reads one of his poems before a crowd atJambalya’s monthy open mic poetry night.
readings took off and haven’t
stopped since. Nelson and Vinnie
Peloso took over as hosts in September 1996.
“T do it because I’m a writer,’

brings me closer to the language
and closer to the truth within my-

self, which is what it’s all about for
me.”

Jambalaya holds open-mic poetry night the first Tuesday of each

9

Sandy Stephens said at a poetry
night last March. She has written

In 1991, Steve Miller revived

open-mic. night, which had gone
under during the 80s. The poetry

month at 8:30 p.m. The readers’
sign-up sheet is open to anyone.
Admission costs $1.

poetry since friends and a teacher

encouraged her 10 years ago. “It

eT
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Planet Trance exposes patrons to many images, lighting effects
spite this, the alcohol-fortified bar at Hefe’s was open and

By Alicia Jack
LUMBERJACK STAFF

“very Sunday night Hefe’s in Eureka is transformed into

a refuge for people who are tired of the typical club scene.
Planet Trance offers a friendly environment for dancing and
experiencing positive energy.
:
DJ’s Uphonic and Satellite started the night in June as a
way to introduce people to the world of trance music, which
DJ Uphonic describes as a more underground and sometimes darker, form of dance music.

“Trance music wakes a part of your psyche up,” DJ
Uphonic said in a phone interview from Eureka. “It offers a
sense of spirituality through technology.”

Uphonic added that the specific type of trance music
played at Planet Trance night is called “cyber trance.”
On Planet Trance night Hefe’s is lit with the typical strobe
and black lights. Four screens display various computergenerated fantasy images that run the gamut, including
dolphins gliding through water and colorful, glimmering

hands intertwining with constantly changing background
scenes.
The dancers on the floor hold lit sticks of incense as they
move to the complex, pulsating music. Pieces of fabric with

colorful, abstract designs painted on them hang downaround

ERICA REILLY /LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Christopher Bales, 22, and Amber Cron,22, dance
the night away during Planet Trance at Hefe’s.

the perimeter of the dance floor.
The music consists of a constant drumbeat that penetrates and rattles the body. Layered on top of the beat are
high pitched sounds that tear at the ears.
Planet Trance is a relatively substance-free atmosphere.
DJ Satellite said Planet Trance has the only smart bar in the

several people were enjoying a beer and seemed oblivious
to the remarkably loud trance music.
DJ Satellite said the difference between Planet Trance

and the more generic club experience 1s the smaller, more
personal atmosphere that Planet Trance creates by attempting to bring people together through music. This

unity is noticeably different from the usual scene that
consists of drinking beer and getting together with someone.

.

DJ Uphonic hopes to “raise people’s consciousness
through music. He described the energy at Planet Trance
as being strong and positive. Uphonic hopes that Planet
Trance will give people the opportunity to become exposed toa different type of scene and music that is new for
many in this area.
“(Trance music) lets you get over that wall of insecurity,” Uphonic said.
The attire of the dancers at Planet Trance expressed a
“come as you are” attitude that supports the idea that the
emotional mental journey that one undergoes through
trance music is more important than outer appearances.
Planet Trance creates a feeling of unity and equality,
where people can enjoy such basic things as dancing,
music and experiencing positive energy.
The DJ’s are located right on the dance floor, not
tucked away ina booth away from the dancers. Uphonic
said that this encourages the feeling of oneness that trance
music promotes.
Admission to Planet Trance is $5 for those under 21

and $3 for those over 21. The Sunday event begins at 10
area, which offers non-alcoholic herbal energy drinks. De- . p.m. and goes until 4 a.m.
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Miriam Makeba
By Stephanie Dueser

Concert Information

LUMBERJACK STAFF

When: Friday, 8 p.m.

Miriam Makeba, the vocalist whose humanitarian views led to her exile from South

Where: Van Duzer Theatre

Africa, will sing Friday at 8 p.m. in the Van
Duzer Theatre.
Makeba came to the United States in 1959
with the help of Harry Belafonte. He saw her
on television in the anti-apartheid docu-

mentary “Come Back Africa.”
In Makeba’s first week in the United States
she performed at the Village Vanguard in
New York City and on the Steve Allen Show
before 60 million viewers. The South African government revoked her citizenship.

Ticket Prices: $25 General, $20
Students and Seniors
In the U.S. she found audiences receptive to
Zulu and Xhosa folk songs — so receptive
that she was invited to sing at President John

F. Kennedy’s birthday celebrations.
In her new country Makeba re-released

Makeba from being there when her uncles
were killed in the Sharpeville Massacre. Her

“Pata Pata” in English. It hit the Top 40 and
gained worldwide recognition. She released
records for labels like RCA and Reprise.
She appeared frequently on television and
performed at the most prestigious events.

mother, a “sangoma,” or a mystical tradi-

In 1968, marrying Stokely Carmichael

tional healer, died shortly after. Makeba’s

brought more political trouble Makeba’s

passport was revoked when she tried to visit

way. Her U.S. concerts were suddenly can-

her mother’s grave.
In 1963 Makeba testified before the United
Nations Committee Against Apartheid. The
South African government banned her
records from its radio stations.
Makeba’s voice had rocked South Africa
with her record “Pata Pata.” She was known

celed and her recording contract dishonored.
Makeba moved to the African country
Guinea at the invitation of President Sekou
Toure. There she was able to continue her
recording and touring schedule.
Makeba served as a Guinean delegate to
the United Nations. She spoke to the General Assembly twice denouncing apartheid.

Exile

from

African singer is a strong opponent of apartheid
and has served as a United Nations delegate

her homeland

prevented

for singing township music — local folk
styles mixed with jazz and rhythmand blues.

PHOTO COURTESY OF P.

: RECORDS

Miriam Makebo’s illustrious singing career has spanned more than 35 years.
The U.S. music industry accepted
Organization) “Grand Prix du Conseil InMakeba again in 1987 when she took part in
ternational de la Musique” for her consisPaul Simon’s “Graceland” tour along with
tent peacemaking efforts. She was the first
Ladysmith Black Mambazo.

The South African government accepted
Makebaagain in 1990 withan officially sanc-

tioned homecoming. The ban on her records

were lifted the previous year.
Makeba was awarded UNESCO’s (United

Nation’s Educational and Science Cultural

singer, the first woman, and the first nonclassical artist to receive this award.
Makeba’s music 1s influenced by the music of Zaire, Tanzania, Guinea, Kenya, South
Africa and the United States. Millions of
listeners have come to associate it with black

resistance to white domination.
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1027! Street » Arcata, CA 95521 + (707) 822-6264

New Martin Guitars( including Eric
Clapton’ and “Women inMusic*models)

Used Violins outfits: all sizes
Used Cellos

FA systems for all occasions
Electronic tuners from $19.95
We

buy

uséd

instruments

BOOKS... VIDEOS...BOOKS
ALL TYPES-ROCK TO CLASSICS

8659THST
ARCATA

822-2302

NO ONE UNDER 2
PLEASE DON'T DRINK & DRIVE
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Forest
Aid:Raitt’s
ony
set
was
highlight
of
show
inued from page 23
. Cont

ceeeerekuueEeueeER)

Rolling Stones’ “*‘Satisfaction.’
Rob Wasserman joined in to play

the voc al lines on his bass while the
-rowd handled singing duties.
\ briefintermission after Weir’s
set allowed concertgoers the opportunity to check out tables ee
by the Humboldt Cannabis Cen-

ter, Earth First! and Bay Area Coa-

Norman Tha medical

marijuana patient who was on the
cover of last week’s Lumberjack,
sat at the Humboldt Cannabis
Center’s table.
There was a festive vibe pulsating through the c rowd with many

535

MS Ae a

NIGHT

ers were greeted with intense hootERIN CASSIDY/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

such as “May the forest be with

of the night. She wasted no time in

you” and “Notone more tree” hung

busting things open withanumber

from balcony railings. A “Forest
Aid” banner that hung from be-

that featured her signature strong,
sultry singing and intensive blues

hind the stage provided anice back-

guitar soloing. A crafty six string

drop. Drawn on it was a circle of

bass solo followed by a barrage of
acoustic guitar bends added another dimension to the song.

spoke about logging issues between

trees.

Despite moments

of excruciat-

songs.

ingly painful feedback, the sound
system was generally. strong and

can’t be enough jobs and trees for

clear throughout
the night. The air

everybody,” she said.

“There’s

no reason why

there

“On behalf
of everyone going to
the (Headwaters) rally I want to

and silver pick guard that shim-

Door.” The song opened with
Weir and Raitt playfully exchanging guitar licks. Altered lines such
as “Mama put my chainsaw in the
enone and ‘Feels like I’m knock-

mered. With it, she let loose a se-

ing

ries of delta blues slide riffs.

sulated the theme of the concert.
With a strong sense of unity and

After the ballad Raitt strapped
ona snazzy Stratocaster that had a
blue sunburst body with a white

but not un-

Raitt switched over to piano for

bearable likea certain nearby sauna

a tune with a slow, pulsating
rhythm guided by her smoky and
intoxicating Chicago-blues-bar-

her most popular tunes, “A Thing
Called Love.” Unlike the album
version, this live rendition featured

disguised as a might club.
After the intermission,

Bonnie

Dylan’s “Knocking On Heaven’s

play this for you,” she said.

The show picked up yet another
level when she performed one of

was slightly humid,

and several others for Forest Aid’s
finale — a unique rendition of Bob

on

extinction’s

door”

encap-

emotion the crowd sang a verse of
“Feels

like

I’m

extinction’s door”

knocking

on

at Raitt’ srequest

to cap off the evening.

DENTISTRY
THANKS

~ Mark A. Hise MS-DDS

FOR VOTING US

# | FOR BREAKFAST !!
NEW!
"TSS ANNEX”

“We cater to cowards!” 7

BONDING

|
_

WISDOM TEETH

|

NITROUS-GAS

|
|

STEREO SOUND
EMERGENCY CARE

~~ 1225 B ST. 822-5105 _

NOW SERVING FOOD AT

Dancing & drink specials.

Open until 3:00 a.m.

ARCATA

House

ON-FRI

SAT a.

7am-2pm

tam

1057 H St.

299.4650
822-465

arnt
HOURS

CLUB
ri
18 and over. LIVE country music with
The Roadmasters on 9/6,

9/20,

9/27. Country Fever on 9/13. $4
cover. Doors open 9:00 p.m.
Open until 3:00 a.m.

ATL VAS
CLUB
TRIANGLE
18 and over. $4 Alternative lifestyles
night. Doors open 9:00 p.m.

COMING IN
OCTOBER.
OCTOBER 1

RONNIE
DAWSON§
OCTOBER 16

MARIA
MULDAURS
NCA

LSE

REI

GAME AND THEN SOME

TJ'S CLASSIC CAFE

UU AE
BIG RED COUNTRY PRESENTS:

YY

SIDELINES SPORTS BAR
ANYTHING YOU CAN GET AT THE

18 and over, $3 before 11:00 p.m.

HHH

In the spirit of the event Raitt

ae
PARTY

Harte

KU

redwood

lad Raitt made a dedication.

Weir, Rand,

IKI

several

Wasserman,

Before starting a slow love bal-

POWER 96.3 PRESENTS:

IKK

stood

Raitt was joined on stage by

III

meadow

AD EE

in vibratos.

REREEEEESEIEIEOEI

hands linked. On both sides of the

PS Cae

O

with their

Raitt’s hands flowed gracefully atic
effortlessly across the keys.

21 and over. Classic blend of oldies,
dancing. No cover charge.

Calli 444-CLUB
for sha info.
Call

To aed

444-2624

tickets by phone

cx. ron

©080000060060

Large color banners with environmentally oriented messages

Bonnie Raitt and Bob Weir traded licks during a version of Bob Dylan’s “Knocking On Heaven's Door.”
sounding piano playing. Despite
a dreamy slide solo with many
Raitt slid onto the stage providing
downplaying her piano skills,
fretboard soars and swoops doused
the most memorable performance

people in a meadow

ee£3

yoy

while others moved to the music.
Regardless of the artist, perform-

tunes.

¢ Eureka

« cilubwest@inreach.com

SEPTEMBER
AT GLUB WEST |

people running into old friends

ing and clapping at the end of their

Sth

444-CLUB

(xoooonoooor

ition for Headwaters.
ompson- Robinson,

O © © © O © © OH OOOH

improvisation that delv red into the

HHO OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHOHHHHHHHHHHHHHOHOHO8HHHOOOOSEHOOHSSESOOESESHSEO

Weir concluded his set with an
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Dieselhed:Band likes crowd feedback
¢ Continued from page 23

HUMBOLDT TATTOO & BODY PIERCING
SMOKE SHOP

(one member claimed he was be-

The Most Experienced Body

ing stalked by a faculty member at

HSU

Piercer & Tattooist on the North Coast

and another needed to get

® ehribal

Other members

traveled to Alaska before all even-

Qustom

together.
“We have group massages — we
massage each other’s selfishness,”
Shaw said.

All the members of Dieselhed
claimed to be involved with other
-

oon

fa

VISA
Pee

Noon

:

Sun.

3610 BROADWAY,

me

es

°

= 6pm

.

a

&

N

Mon.

EUREKA

rsa

-

SEPT.www.dtt.net/hefes
@ HEFE’S 97’
Journeys

Nom
ae

7

Monda

N

|

yt
t

tl

aTREE
! LFF

Pee.

Rt

BEER SPECIALS

a

be ie

RS

ae

ea
el

Ee

Oe

Lea)

TT
Ue

set

i)

waa Au)
aA

i
Tuesday
y | Every

LTT |

ALIGNMENT
FOR THE MILLENIUM

eg Reb cmd niy

EVENTS

Every

; BIG STB

Ss
ALL

AGES

Rare Liveer
Dat Recordings of the

BUCO COMMUN ETO aI OKo
eed

ait

aR

tad ic

Compliments uf Pacific Paradise
3

back is a major part of what makes

end Link Wray, with Shaw acting
as Wray’s guitar technician. Work-

ing with Wray was an honor to
members of Dieselhed, who de-

scribed him as being “the real
thing.”

“We’rein the middle of our rock
‘n’ roll fiesta ... our rock ‘n’ roll
heyday,” said Shaw. of the tour

with Wray.
The band is bringing its brand

of country-tinged rock’n’ roll to
Hefe’s Saturday. Doors open at 8
p.m.and the show starts at 9. Tickets will be $7.

show depends on whether the au-

everyone should

dience is responding to the music.

“We're

The band found itself playing to

water on the forehead.”

Moby

Dick, which he desolo band. He
a member of a

McAlinn said 95 percent of a

Shaw

summarized

the reason

see the band.

the last honest drops

K

AND

D.J.

Br

from artists such as The Beatles,

When: Saturday, 8 p.m.

Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan and
the late Frank Zappa.

Where: Van Duzer Theatre

The Beatles’ “Tomorrow
Never Knows,” and Zappa’s
“Sofa No. 1” are just a couple of

Ticket Prices: $13 Students, $17
General

the songs that he’s put his own
special twist on, giving them a
fresh perspective with his creative style.
;
Hedges has graced the cover
of Acoustic Guitar magazine and

Michael Hedges will perform
Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $13
for students; $17 general.

Player magazine’s Reader’s Poll

Tickets for Hedges’ concert are
on sale now at the Works in Arcata
and Eureka, the New Outdoor
Store in Arcata, The Metro in

Awards, winning in the “Best

Arcata and the University Ticket

Acoustic Steel-String Guitarist”
and
“Best
Acoustic

Office. For more information or

has been a favorite in Guitar

Fingerstylist” categories.

UNKNOWN

credit card orders, call Center Arts
at 826-3928.

MESA/BOOGIE,
The Spirit of Art in Technology

SUN

TA

UO

a

Banging the FUNK lo Humbalet
on 4 Turntables

Rt erent

PHOTO COURTESY OF
WINDHAM HilL RECORDS
Michael Hedges’ shows feature
original and cover tunes.

a

aT

We

DJ Ninja

Breeton

BLT yy

aU

LIVE MUSIC AND SPECIAL EVENTS

“

MR A

ttt

ae te

"

Sat Sept 6th: "Latin Music Night" w/ DJ, David de Acapulco $5
SatSopt 13th: "Summer Jam ll’ Welcome Back to Skoo w/D.J. K $5

ame

‘ Experience

~

Vertical
Reality
“Snowboards -Ski's
“Apparel

ATE
PS WRT A

of

Concert Information

AFTERHOURS: FRIDAY & SATURDAY 1-4AM
D.J.

had

Dieselhed opening for rock leg-

band

sic, butalso performs cover tunes

DJ.

cisco. Heifetz, meanwhile, has
worked with Mr. Bungle, another
former Arcata band, and Secret
Chiefs 3.
The band said audience feed-

tour

a Dieselhed show work.

- Contined from page 23

a
Sunday
Every

for pet food commercials and play
the glass piano Monday nights at
the Paradise Lounge in San Fran-

recent

Hedges:Lost guitar inspired new album

(707)443-3809

WEERLY

Virgil claims to do soundtracks

Another

various side projects as well.
Ellis isa member of the Bay area
scribes as a drum
also claims to be

CA, 95503

Ticket Price: $7

expatriots.”

writing and everything gets thrown

=

sion that “if it’s (the land or the
crowd) flat, it sucks.”

ences into the studio and onto the

own selfish influences to the song-

ues.

‘Where: Hefe’s in Eureka

1993.
Dieselhed brings a lot of influstage. Members of the band claim
that each member contributes his

PR

recent tour of the,southern Midwest. McAlinn drew the conclu-

Thai high school marching cover
band. McAlinn was a member of
Bicycle Seat, “featuring Humboldt

tually settled into San Francisco in

* Cover-ups#

audiences that just stood still ona

When: Saturday, 9 p.m.

away from “Mike Wilson, future

councilman”).

Specializing in: Fine Line *

Concert Information

Cat.Sept 20th: "Dieselhed" & "Sweet Virginia" $7Door
ThurSept 25th: "Reggae Cowboys" w/ Roots Mascive Tix$7 @ Works/Metro
Gat ont 27th "Blug onthe Bay" Afterhours Party TxS10/$ 5 w/Day Pase

have

our inventory of

ee

Guitars

& Amps
Come in and meet
the new manager —

he's an HSU student!

1435 Sth Street « Eureka
443 — 9737

THE

re

rarats

445-3155

On The Plaza,
Arcata

\Open Every Day 822-0321)

SPORTS
Ground
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attack

HSU running backs have burden of trying to fill legend's shoes
i Matt Dwane has
- shown he can assume

the running duties.
By Stephen Kraynick
LUMBERJACK STAFF

—

ups.
“The reason we have so many

tailbacks, like (we have with) quarterbacks, is because we use a shotgun approach to recruiting,”
Whitmire said. “A lot of schools
narrow in on the players they need
and overlook a lot of people. We,

however, take a lot of quality talWith the huge void left by legendary HSU running back Percy
McGee, who

graduated
last spring,

sophomore

Matt Dwane, junior

Idanre Anderson,

STEPHEN KRAYNICK / LUMBERJACK STAFF
Running back Idanre Anderson eludes defensive pursuers during an HSU football practice.

ented players and fill our ranks
that way.”
Canadian

Dwane

sensation,

from Vancouver,

team

Columbia, is one of those highly

Adam Ortiz have some big shoes
to fill.
“Percy was the all-time leading
rusher in *Jack’s history,” head
coach Fred Whitmire said. “He’s
one of those players that come
along once in a great while.”
Though McGee may be gone,
15 highly touted tailbacks look to
carry on the legacy he left. That
number will eventually be cutdown
to three primary starters and back-

talented tailbacks who looks to
makeaname for himself,
but knows

McGee had a huge impact on the
HSU football program.
“It’s*going to be hard fulfilling
the role he had and what he had left

in ’Jack football history,” Dwane
said. “But we all have a job to do
and fill those shoes he left.”
Dwane expressed his concern

See RBs, page 30

a

helping hand
@ Julie Raup lets in an
average of just over
one goal a game.
By Holly Asuncion
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Nothing gets past Julie Raup. It
is her job, and so far she is doing
fine.
The HSU women’s soccer team
has the best goalie in the league, at
least from a statistical standpoint.
Raup has a 0.64 goal’s against average going into Monday’s game.
So if the team scores just a goal a
game, there is a good possibility
they can win.

Raup is essential to the team’s
successful streak in its non-league
games and her present and past

statistics are indicative to what
many

deem

will

be

one

of

Humboldt’s most successful years.
Sheis the “backbone” of the team.

But don’t ask Julie to elaborate.
She would not say that.
“There’s a stronger foundation

aaa

STEPHEN

See Raup, page 33

British

and freshman

Goalie gives
soccer

Matt

e.
HSU women’s soccer goalie Julie Raup dives to make a save during practic

K RAYNICK
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RBs: Dwane leads ‘Jacks in yardage
- Continued from page 29
about the relatively inexperienced

unique challenge. Each one brings

offensive line that will be blocking
for him and the other backs this
.
year.
line,
e
“We have a new offensiv
but I’ll give my best,” he said.
Dwane said with all the tailbacks
onthe team, it helps to increase the
intensity in practice. He also said

something

spotlight and be the man, so the
level goes up,” Andercompetition
son said.

Anderson, like the others, feels
great about the upcoming season.
“We have the advantage, (because) no one really knows about
us,” Anderson said. “We’re going
to strike like the thunder and be a
natural disaster racking up points
and defeating our opponents.”

self day in and day out,” Dwane
said. “It’s going be a great test to
the offensive line and for us but the
talent is definitely there.”

Antelope Valley junior college
(Lancaster California) transfer
Idanre Anderson also knows
McGee left a good name with the

program, but said he is just going
to do things his own way.
“I’m rot sweating it at all, filling

ee

—

SS

in that category. He also leads the

around.
“Everyone wants to be in the

competition so you have to improve, get better and prove your-

said. “Everyday he continues to

ers we have it will be interesting,”

tailbacks can only help all those

“With more people comes more

be impressive when called upon,”
assistant head coach Mike Mitchell
step up and play well.”

Whitmire said.
Anderson said the abundance of

years team.

Ortiz has continued to

all have stepped upand showcased
their talent.
“We're still going to use our

spread offense, but with the play-

with more togetherness than last

Sophomore Matt Dwane has rushed for 147 yards this season.

dif-

ferent styles and personalities, but

the competition makes players cut
down on little mistakes and play

STEPHEN KRAYNICK / LUMBERJACK STAFF

different, including

“Adam

So far this year Ortiz has 41 rushing yards. He is third on the team
league in punt returns with a six-

teen yard average.
Dwane, the *Jacks third leading
rusher last year as Mcgee’s backup, is the team’s rushing leader
with 147 yards.
Against Willamette University
this past Saturday, Dwane rushed
for 60 yards on

14 carries.

Dwane also leads the “Jacks in
all-purpose yardage with 197. He

has 12 receiving yards and 38 kickreturn yards to go with his rushing
totals.

The Lumberjacks have been able
to score only two rushing touchdowns so far this season in their

the role he left,” Anderson said.

During the preseason Green &
Gold
scrimmage
Anderson
strained his medial collateral ligament tendon in his right knee das -

“I’m just going to do my own thing,
and I just want to win.”

ing a running play but is only expected to be out a short while.

fullback Jason Loscalzo.
Loscalzo, who also played line-

all the tailbacks on the

There is little doubt that he will

backer last season, is the starting
fullback for this year’s squad.

With

miss the entire season.

team, Whitmire is faced with a

a

———

first two games.
One touchdown was scored by
Dwane and the other by senior

—SSS

=
:
eo

SS ee
at

|
Poly Tarp
Those of you who have been
through a Humboldt winter know

Includes durable hard plastic tool

box, stuffed with KR Tools: Ham-

how valuable a good tarp can be.
If you’re planning on leaving
anything outside this is a must
have item. 8X10, waterproof and

mer, tape measure, phillips screw-

driver, ee

screwdriver, pliers,

mildew resistant.

Stanley

Redi-Shelf

Storage Hooks
Make room where room is

Shelving

needed. Rubber coated storage

Make some room for your books

hooks. Excellent for hanging
bikes and tools. 4 styles to
choose from.

and supplies with this excellent
shelving. It’s quick, easy and clean.

20% Off

8’-S5.99
12’-S8.99

HE MILLY

oe

Show your HSU Student Body Card for a discount on non-sale items!

Lumber
Hardware

Plumbing
Power Tools
Wood Pellets
. Insulation

Landscaping Materials

Your
STUCK

Building

Materials

Supply

Decking
“Fencing
Doors
Windows
Electrical

Center

ON 101 BETWEEN ARCATA AND EUREKA
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, 826-9860

vn

ning

SS
7
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setter
Sophomore Angie Barkin runs the
offense for the HSU volleyball team
@ Setter has the task of «| haye to split the opposing blockers so we
evaluating the

can get a one-on-one situation at the net for

opposition’s defense.

our left and right side hitters so we can

score.”
ANGIE BARKIN

By Stephen Kraynick _
LUMBERJACK STAFF

While

growing

setter

7

up

near

ment play, getting better as the tour-

the

along Mission Bay, ‘Jacks setter
Angie Barkin was a bit more inter-

nament progressed.
“On thewhole, we played great,”
Barkin said. “Unfortunately we
made some mental mistakes which

ested in soccer than she was volleyball. That is until her older sis-

Most of the team is comprised of

golden beaches
where

of San

Diego,

volleyball courts

abound

cost us, but we’re a young team.”

sophomores and Barkin believes
that will be a great asset.

ter started playing and Angie was
hooked for good.

“A lot of us are sophomores,

“T played (volleyball) offand on,

myselfincluded, but we are getting
stronger,” Barkin said in reference

but soccer was my thing when I

was younger,” Barkin said. “Then

to the team’s plethora of under-

I saw my sister really play and I was

classmen.

inspired. Shealways supported me

Barkin said the team is playing

and it was great.”

Barkin, inspired by her sister,
played volleyball at Encinitas High
School where she was a four-year
starter on the team. She also played
for the South Pacific and Coast
Volleyball club teams. While playing there, Barkin’s hard work and
setting skills gained her recogni-

better because they are getting used
to each other.
“I think we’re going to be a
strong team. Most of us have

not,” Barkin said. “Volleyball was

a big reason that I signed here.”

Barkin’s role on the team is the

tion from South Bay schools and

starting setter, which is much like
being the quarterback on the foot-

many Northern California institutions,

sparks the offense and makes sure

“T had offers from Chico State,

UC Davis, a few in Colorado and
in San Diego, but Humboldt was
the one that interest me the most,”
Barkin said.

After a fateful call from volleyball coach Tina Raddish, and after
talking
about the program with her,

Barkin signed on with the Jacks.
_“Treally liked Tina,” Barkin said.

ball team. She is the team leader,

the team runs smoothly.
“As a setter, I run the offense,”
Barkin said. “You’re the catalyst to
running the offense. I have to know

where their (HSU’s opponents)

defense is going to be and where
the opposing blockers are setting

up.”
After deciphering the opposing
team’s defense, Barkin must make

“We talked for awhile and she said

the proper adjustments necessary

we'd be a young program because

for success.

alot of seniors had left at the time.”
Barkin saw opportunity to further her volleyball career and
Jumped at it.
“I could have the opportunity to

see playing time as a freshman,
which at most schools you can-

“I have to split the opposing
blockers so we can get a one-onone situation at the net for our left

and right side hitters so we can
score,” Barkin said.

At the Sept. 5-6 Chico tournament the Jacks went 2-2 in tourna-

already played together for a
year,”

Barkin

men.”
The

longer

“We

said.

started playing really well
together last year as freshthe team

plays together the more
chance they have of im-

proving.
season
the
“As
progresses, we're going to

click and gel together. And I
think that’s going to be a

strength for us because we have

the benefit of starting together
Barkin said. “We're
as freshmen,”
sophomores now, and will only

get better and better.”
When Barkin is not on the volleyball court, you will find her in
the English department where she

is an English major. The
Jacks next home volleyball

game

is Oct.

against UC Davis at 7
p.m.

3
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Superman without the tights

THE FUN BEGINS HERE
et “5é

CALES © SERVICE

oWET SUITS
“SCUBA DIVING

:

-ccuRs PRO

wee

Eureka

Sth & Myrtle
eet s te)

Mi Junior safety Juan
Viramontes tries for allleague honors again.

Eiprep

Sper

Net

°U-S- DIVERS

McKinleyville Shopping
839-9445
Center

By lan Coilvert
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Z LOCATIOI
Le LE

We SUA

(Next to Hunan Village)

Clark Kent.
me for e
“Kids mistak
I’m Superman,”

said HSU

foot-

ball player Juan Viramontes.
The kids m: ay not be wrong, be-

cause when Juan Viramontes suits

up he plays football like a super-

add
A
PU aa
AY

pm Viramonter

When I comb my hair, they think

YOU

SERVE
|
a
a

leads a pitt

ae

© INSTRUCTION

man.
Viramontes, a defensive back for

@ Class: Junior

@ Position: starting free saftey
a Jersey No: 22

Mi Height: 5-foot, Il inches

@ Weight: 190 pounds

the Jacks, was awarded first team
all-league last year. At the end of
last season all Northern California
Conference coaches voted for the

Ade

Shopping Center

best players ofthe year. Viramontes

OPEN DAILY

earned the top spot for defensive
back.

$1.25 WASH

Statistics fall 1997

Interception returns

He also realizes this award represents the respect ofhis peers and
coaches.
“It is a peer award, all the other
coaches voted on it (in the division) and it means I’ve done good,”
he said.
Viramontes feels he made a key
play to clinch the award.

For casual chinese cuisine
or take-out

WE HAVE THE LARGEST
VEGETARIAN MENU IN TOWN!

*SZECHUAN

Long

0

0

Pass break ups

Statistics fall 1996
Fumbles

Tackles
Solo

Ass.

Tot.

Fore.

al

60

1

zy

Rec.
1

Interception returns

No.

Yds.

Avg.

TD

Long

4

120

30

]

99

Pass break ups

PECTS TITAS
OEE IREIT

T

ES POSNER
ON

MIKE PLETT / DESIGN CONSULTANT

the game.

[ know

“After I scored I did this crazy

dance,” he said. “Boy, was I em-

the system.

I know

what

coaches expect. [lead by example.”
Viramontes

views

football

in

more ways than one.

barrassed.”

“Football is a-business at (the

“Last year I had a 99-yard interception return for a touchdown,

Besides registering the previously mentioned top-notch play

college) level,” he said. “You have

(which

against Western

‘Tech,

to take care of it. But more impor-

Viramontes said.
“T caught the ball and saw no

Viramontes
had more than 60 tackles, and lead the team with four

tantly, itis a fun business to be in.”

one in front of me and kept on
going (and) I heard this incredible

interceptions. —

tensive. Practice is 2-3 hoursa

Viramontes 1s a team leader and
realizes what has to be done to take

six days a week, and includes lift-

his team to another level.

lotof film.

is) a school

record,”

roar from the crowd,” Viramontes
said. “When I scored I went blank
‘and couldn’t remember what I

did.”

05
61
822on the

TD

0

0

“I ama simple, humble guy,” he

the hard work,” he said.

Avg.

Yds.

No.

0

0

4

8

Rec.

Force.

Tot.

Ass.

Solo

However, when Viramontes
takes off the football jersey he assumes the demeanor of Clark Kent.
He does not consider himself a
football star.

said.
When reminded of the prestiaccolade,
all-league
gious
Viramontes smiled, shifted his eyes
and shuffled his feet. Viramontes
worked arduously for his success.
“This award capitalizes on all

Fumbles

Tackles

Montana

“As a junior redshirt, [ get the
respecta senior has,” he said. “I’ve

Later he was shown the film of

been onthe team for four years and

The discipline of football is ex-

day,

Ing; alot of weights and watching a
The dedication is made

easier by the coaches and staff of

See Viramontes, page 33

Arcata Plaza
° HUNAN

¢ CANTON
® MANDARIN

THE ONE
STOP
SOURCE
FQR ALL
YOUR
IMPORT

761 8th St.
Additional parking at
7th St. entrance
All major credit cards
accepted.

Open 11 am to 10 p.m. acs
Weekends open at noon

:

NEEDS!
° VISA
e MASTERCARD
e DISCOVER

Students:
10%

Off

All import
Parts
except sale and
special order items

3rd & C Streets, Eureka ¢ (707) 444-9671
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Viramontes
» Continued from

page 32

Raup
* Continued from page 29
about the team thanjustme,” Raup
said.
However,

the HSU football team.

“The people here really
take care of you. When I

first came (to HSU) they
really made me feel like I
was at home,” Viramontes
said.
Drew
Peterson,
the
strength coach for the

‘lacks, eagerly

endorses

Viramontes.

“Juan is a super guy,”
.
idfted
Peterson
“Hesa
isagi
athlete... and can get by on
athleticism alone.”
Beyond Viramontes taless
ent, is his eagernto
work
with others.
*“Heisahard worker, very
outgoing and friendly,”
Peterson said. “Juan is defi-

nitely a team player.”
Viramontes is from Anaheim, California and never
intended to attend college.
“At the last second I de-
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the team’s coaches

would disagree.
“Tf you don’t have a good, confident goalie, even if the team’s
good, you have no team,” head

soccer coach Kim Benson said.
“Julie is very good. Her knowledge and goalke
sense
are r
very
epe
good,” assistant coach Paul Stumpf
said. “She is fearless and she’s very
confident, which is what you need
ina goal keeper.”
So what are the requirements of

a successful goalie?

“You gotta be nuts. Also, ithelps
to have a lot of mental focus because of all the pressure,” Raup
said. “In a game situation it’s all
instinctual, you can’t think too

much. That’s why in practice we
hash it so it can be instinctual.”
Raup’s training regimen in-

gets past you), especially when it’s
a goal that caused a loss, but you
can’t focus on it though,” Raup
said. “It’s something I’ve worked

on all my life. It’s just living with
the moment.” .
‘T’o prepare for a game Raup listens to music, “stuff that'll get my
heart pumping.”

Shealso uses a lot of visual imagery to “warm up (her) mind.”
Raup does not seek to pursue
soccer professionally, though she

IS interested in coaching. She
graduates this semester with a degree in social work.
“She’s going to be hard to re-

place,” Benson said. “We've been
trying for a year already.”
Until then, there is the pressure
on the team as well as on Raup to
be the best. .
“The pressure affects us because
it’s always

a background

factor,

cludes the same as the field players, like footwork and position

but we know if we focus on itit’sa

work, but she also does drills that

know

help develop reaction, catching
and punching abilities.

there to get us, but that just makes

mental block,” Raup said. “We
there’s a lot of teams out

football,” he said.
Viramontes is a kinesiol-

But all the training and natural
talent will not make you invulner-

it more fun.”
Raup gave up three goals on Saturday against Cal Poly Pomona in

able, and Raup knows her capa-

the’Jacks first loss this season. The

ogy major.

bilities.

team only managed one goal in the
3-1 loss.

cided to come (to HSU) for

“It’s really difficult (when a goal

STEPHEN KRAYNICK
/ LUMBERJACK STAFF
Raup throws the ball downfield after making a save in practice.
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Men’s NCAC standings

2

rig

‘

Columbia Football Association

Conference

,

Overall

Conference
W-L

PF-PA

W-L

PF-PA

Home

Away

50-14

0-0

0-0

Western Washington

0-0

0-0

1-0

35-0

1-0

0-0

Southern Oregon

0-0

0-0

0-1

14-15

0-1

0-0

1-0

Central Washington

0-0

O02

3b76

14-50

0-1

14-50

0-0

HSU

0-1

Simon Fraser

Will

HSU at Western Montana (Dillon,
p.m.

Mlamette

=

Sept.27

a

p.m.

.
Western Washington at HSU, 2 p.m.
— Oct. 18
HSU at Simon Fraser (Burnaby,

Western Oregon at HSU, 2 p.m.

28

| 07

‘

Nov. 8

HSU at Southern Oregon (Ashland,
Ore.) 1 p.m.

Nov. 15
HSU at Central Washington

Injury report:
Football:
Idanre Anderson, running back, may

return from preseason knee injury.

WU
20
48-373

N-26-]

7-13-2

212

443

6-42.5

3-34.7

0-0
8-92

0-0
13-115

70

HSU — Dwane 14-60, Grimes 1-59,

Burnett 2-9, Simko 1-5, Mitchell 3-2, Perez

WU — Pinkerton 10-93, Blair 6-88,
Bailey 4-72, Scharer 3-38, Rideout 8-36,
Osborne 9-24, Nass 2-17, Speer 1-7, Shein
1-3, Boyle 1-2, Scott 1-(-1), Person 1-(-2),

Ledford 1-(-4).

Women’s soccer:

5, Cheek 3-4-0 36, Perez 3-3-0 (-21).

No injuries to report.

3-13.

WU — Pinkerton 6-10-1 67, Douglass 1-

ae

Schedule

Stanislaus Invitational

Saturday’s event

Top five HSU finishers at last weekend’s

sili

at Davis,

Ge

Nov. 1
NCAC Championships at Patrick’s

2:

Maguire, 34:35; 10, Brian Parodi, 34:54.
Women (5K)
2, Leia Giambastiani, 19:22; 6, Molly

Alles, 19:29; 18, Rachel McGarva, 20:49;
25, Alexa Mercado, 21:53; 27, Julie Huy,
22:09.

2

5

4

°

5

oN

0

7

Fe

Poly

-

2

3, HSU

Final

First

Second

HSU

0

2

2

Cal Poly

2

1

3

CPP — Humphries (unassisted), 34:00

CPP — Johnston (unassisted), 43:00

Val
— Betschart(from Den is,
48-00 a
CPP—Galindo (from Yamazaki), 74:00
~
HSU — Hunter (from Koven), 88:00

Team statistics

m.

8 ”

pm.

Shots

ae

Saves

6

—
9
a

SP

NS

ALD

Women’s NCAC standings
Conference
T PTS
L
W
0
0
0
0
QO
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
QO
0
0
0

Hayward
San Francisco State

GS
O
0
GO
0

GA
O
O
Q
O

Overall
L
WwW
4
3
1
2
2
2
1
2

T
0
2
2
O

GS
14
#
Ww
5

GA
14
8
2

0

0

0

O

O

O

0

3

0

1

4

0

0

0

OG

0

O

0

5s

UO

2

FF

Saturday’s result

Schedule
Cal

Monday’s result
HSU 6, Grand Canyon 0
Sunday’s gane
ate
Regis University at HSU, noon

Poly-Pom.

|

3, HSU
Second
7
|

First
0

HSU

Final
|

S
1
2
Cal Poly
;
CPP — Alarcon (unassisted), 3:00
CPP — Cagigas (unassisted), 15:00
hie aeralaienleeh
CPP — Rodriguez (unassisted), 84:00

;
Wednesday’s game
HSU at Hayward, 2 p.m.
Sept. 26
HSU at Catawba-N.C. (Salisbury,
N.C.), 7 p.m.

Team statistics
HSU

Sept. 28
Webb (Bolling
Gardner
at
HSU

‘4

Saves

Oct. 1

CPP

14

Shots

Springs, N.C.) 2 p.m.

7
S

Chico State at HSU, 1 p.m.

alleyk
NCAC standings
Overall
Conference
WL Pct.GB W L Pet.

SanFran.St.
Sonoma St.

6
7

2
3

750
700.

CahPoly-Pomona 3, HSU 0 (15-7, 1511,15-10)

5
4
2

7
7
4

Ail7
364
333

St. Martin’s College 3, HSU 1 (15-5,
9-15, 15-7, 15-5)
Southern Oregon 3, HSU 0 (15-9, 15-

00
00

0000
0000

HSU
Chico
Stanislaus

00
00
0.0

0000
0000
0000

Schedule
Sept. 24

4
5

4
5

HSU at Sonoma State (Rohnert
Park), 7 p.m.
'

Seattle Pacific University 3, HSU
Friday’s result
Snapple Redwood Classic:

0 0 0000
O 0 0000

Hayward
Davis

invitational:

Oct. 4
2, Greg Phillips, 34:00; 3, Tim Miller,
Willamette Invitational at Salem, Ore. . , 34:01; 7, Fergus Breck, 34:29; 8, Michael

Point

°

Men (10K)

Oregon Invitational at Eugene, Ore.

O

HSU

Chico
HSU
Sonoma State
Davis

1-24, Dwane 1-5, Wheeler 1-4, Burnett 1-(A), Price 1-(-12), Armstrong 1-(-5).
WU — Scott 3-32, Christofferson 2-29,

Cross countr
Oct. Il
San Francisco Invitational
Oct. 19

3

ee

Carlson 1-5, Nolan 1-3, Shein 1-1.

Humboldt Invitational at Patrick’s

¢

he

OM

Cal

Sunday's game

RSE

Receiving
HSU — Fortson 3-22, Penn 2-24, Daniel

Point

>

oe

it

an Prendecc State ot HSU. 330
A

Passing
HSU — Mitchell 4-13-1 38, Gildea 1-6-0

Rachel McGarva, shin splints.

BG

8

a

Chico State at HSU, 3:30 p.m.

HSU
15
34-154

1-(-3), Gildea 4-(-15).

Cross country:

Oe

5

HSU at Stanislaus (Turlock), 3 p.m.

HSU

stomach ache.

injuries.

1.0

ae :

sprain; Liane Pellegrini, middle blocker,

midfielder, limited action due to

Canyon

Grand

.

Loscalzo 2-15, Phillips 1-12, Ortiz 5-10,

Ryan Hile, defender and Gary Lee,

1

eo

Sept. 27
HSU at Hayward nai
Oct. 1

Rushing

Men’s soccer:

.0

mo

ae

aturday’s result

onday s resu

Individual statistics

Jenn Lundeen, middle blocker, ankle

0

0

Monday’

Team statistics

Volleyball:

6

0

Pak

(Phillips pass from Cheek)

Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yards

A

Sept. 25

HSU — Daniel 24 pass from Cheek

Punts-average

0

0

Pe

Regis University at HSU, noon

_(kick failed)

Total yards

9

0

0 :

4 7

i

58

9

:

0

HSU — Sanches 24 interception return

Passing yards

0

0

0

30 run (Blair kick)

Passes

0

0

000

ea oot ick)

First downs
Rushes-yards

5

HSU

‘WU — Christofferson 21 pass from.
Pinkerton (Pinkerton run)

(Ellensburg, Wash.), 1 p.m.

5

5

O

run

WU — Bailey

0

:

0

7

OF.

auatier

1

90

0

— Eckroth 53 punt return (Osborne

Li

7

0

Schedule

w=

Jes

Sn

(8

0

000

Second quarter

wu= ag

—

:

7

-

enanie Slats

WU — Pinkerton 70 run (pass failed)

Oct. 4

B.C.), 1 p.m.

0-0

-

PTS

0-0 | San Francisco State

WU — Nass 5 run (pass failed)

Asuza Pacific at HSU, 7 p.m.
St. Mary’s en

0-1 | Hayward
ico

(6.6

0

HSU

Saturday’s game

12:30

0-1

i

T

| Davis

0-0

;

L_

Stanislaus

1-0

_

WwW

| College of NotreDame

Willamette 42, HSU 14

Schedule

Mont.),

15-14

+0

0-0

0-0

Western Oregon

1-0

50-14

Overs

es

Oct. 3

Davis at HSU, 7 p.m.

.500
.500

Saturday’s results
Snapple Redwood Classic:

11, 18-16)

Tuesday’s results

(not available)
HSU at Southern Oregon
HSU leaders
.

Kills — Karyn Williams 170 (.304
hitting percentage), Maegan Thomas Ill.

Results
Thursday’s result

Blocks — Thomas and Liane
Pellegrini 26.
Digs — Keleise Tupuola 98.
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Fighting for trees in peace
3 eaiteny

eels

a

.

mm

.

fights and disasters, so

‘twas a breath of fresh air to see the peaceful gathering of

‘housands of people over the weekend for
The crowd that gathered in Stafford on
logging practices In the Headwaters Forest
it consisted athe who were interested
.

e

&

‘

-

‘

)f

a common cause.
Sunday to protest
was unique in that
only in informing

{
.

|
WN Vy |
“A

af

}

;

«

U

While actor Woody Harrelson was reportedly encouraging

engage In civil disobedience, the oe

oo

«
ry

‘a a

9
'

(

respond toa sfieat tae appropriately, if at all.
The signs at Sunday’s protest showed a sense of understanding among the people at the event. Most people were not in

Stafford for a social event; they were there to protest injustice.

Sa aaeeamen

other people about an issue. Only two arrests were reported,

a axl different scene from last year’s debacle in Carlotta,
where more than 1,000 people were arrested.

rarely do the people

an issue to lead the people, and even more

°

fee

me

headlines riots, gang

Che news often

[t should also be noted that Monday’s campus walk-out and

teach-in went smoothly, as about 300 students gathered in the
Kate Buchanan Room to listen to speakers suchas Doug Smith

.

of Earth First! and Arcata Vice Mayor Jason Kirkpatrick.

the protesters to

kept its cool <a

admirably.

Aside from a couple of off-key guitar chords and missed drum beats, few rules

.
.
were broken.
Every time Robert Downey Jr., is arrested, members of the public take it for

granted that celebrities will be celebrities. Drug use and crime are in their genes,
it is said.

Bonnie Raitt and Jerry Brown therefore appeared to be anomalies as they led
the crowd ina peaceful protest Sunday. Rarely do celebrities care enough fs out

35

The

coverage from the

fact that this year’s protest wasn’t given as much

mainstream media out of this region should not downplay the significance and

importance of the event itself. Sure, another 1,000 arrests or so would have
attracted the media like bees to honey, but would have also caused chaos with
the felony assault charges police warned about days before the protest.

An affair like Sunday’s dampaagaton holds lessons for everyone.
For the peor

it showed that one doesn’t need violence to oa attention.

For the police, it showed that demonstrators don’talways need to

e handcuffed

and hauled away to jail to be acknowledged.

iter...
decisions based upon ascertainment of the

No ‘gray area’ with laws
regarding pirate radio stations

needs and interests of the target audience.

I would like to offer some comments related to the content of the “Free Arcata
Returns” story in the Sept. 10 issue of The

Lumberjack. KHSU-FM is our public (non-

commercial) radio station in Arcata, not in

theory, but in fact!
Furthermore, KHSU programming and
its audience is still diverse, even with new
changes

recently made

in its schedule

of

materials offered to HSU and the commu-

nity,
Concerning pirate radio stations, there
is absolutely no “gray area of somewhat

being neither legal nor illegal.” Simply put,
it’s illegal (as is stealing cars, robbing banks,
etc.).

The rationale for this is actually very in-

teresting. In the early (pre-golden) days of
radio broadcasting, there were too many
people building radio stations and dissemi-

nating radio frequency signals into the electromagnetic spectrum. Thus, there literally
was chaos as stations interfered with and
sometimes knocked each other off the air
(imagine driving in Los Angeles if a license
was not required and there were no traffic
regulations).
Congress enacted the Radio Act of 1927
and amended the Gommunication Act of
1934 to bring order to the chaos in the

airwaves.
Thus, the Federal Communications Com-

mission was created. Applications to receive
broadcast licenses were awarded by the FCC
to those who could operate in the best inter-

ests of the public.
Programming decision-making at both
commercial and non-commercial radio sta-

tions is not impacted by the FCC, except

through policies and laws concerning obscene and indecent materials.
To suggest that “the FCC does not facilitate the promotion of democracy” because
area radio stations will not carry Arcata City

Council meetings is ludicrous. The FCC
doesn’t make such decisions; the program

directors of area radio stations make those

Gary Warren Melton
Speech communications professor
KRFH

Bay Area just for a reality check. Of course,
that’s just a thought for you to chew on!
Salvador Tabarez
Freshwater resident

adviser

Wilderness still not far away

despite new construction
This is a response to Susan Cooney’s
guest column from the Sept. 10 issue, in

which she weakly implies that Arcata is becoming a big city.
Oh please, does one year of Humboldt
County experience justify her comments?
How long will she actually stay in the area?
Hint, hint: until the week after graduation.
Those of us who understand the area
realize that there are issues that call for more
of ourattention than some new building ina

town in which the population grows and
retracts quite frequently.

Furthermore, has Susan had the chance
to drive out to Eureka on any of the routes?

Those ofus who have realize there is a lot of

land out there, and the only things raccoons
have to stress about are which cat dishes to
eat out of and whose dogs to open up a can
of whip-ass on.
For those of you like Susan who believe
the Los Angeles and San Francisco freeways

are interconnecting in your front yard, may

I suggest moving out of Arcata into a smaller
adjacent community.

Despite the illusion of tsunamis crashing
onto the Arcata Plaza or the frenzy of city
slickers coming here to get away from the
pollution, you are no more thana 10-minute
bicycle ride to a community closer to the
woods. I live in one of these communities,
and the views are nice and the new buildings
do not exist.
Before the next rookie resident proclaims

that Arcata is becoming a big city, take a

closer look at the smaller communities. One
may be the right one for you.

Of course, if Arcata is really getting too big
for you, then spring for a weekend trip to the

No change in problems
at beginning of year

Disrespect being dumped
into campus recycling bins
I would like to call to your attention the
vile and disgusting behavior of someone
who thought it would be funny to throw a
used condom into one of the recycling bins
on this campus.
Yousee, I work for the Campus Recycling

Program. I am one of those people you see
driving the blue truck, picking up materials
in the barrels we at CRP have around campus. I am also one of the few CRPers who
sorts through this melange of funk that always isn’t 100 percent recyclable materials.
Here’s the story.
y I was sorting g througgh the

materials at the site where we “process” mate-

rials before it goes to the Arcata Community
Recycling Center for further processing. And
as I was busily separating glass from cans from

plastic bottles from trash, I stumbled across a

condom that someone threw in with the recycling. My immediate thought was “no way,

this is ajoke.” But then ithit meas a slap in the
face to CRP and those of use who “do” something to divert waste from landfills (this is

serious now, folks.)
We only wear gloves and goggles when we

sort. So, what if some of this condom juice

were to splash up and hit us in the face while
we were sorting? I can assure you that person

[accepted a faculty appointment to HSU,
then Humboldt State College, in 1952.
When I met my first class that fall I learned
some construction was taking place near my
classroom (as it had not been finished during summer), the books had not arrived at
the Bookstore and the Library was unable to
retrieve the textbooks I placed on reserve

See Letters, page 37

Letter and column policy
The Lumberjack welcomes letters
onany subject. All contributions must

be received by 5 p.m. the Friday before

publication date and can be mailed,
delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

~The Lumberjack

Nelson Hall East 6
Humboldt State University
Arcata, Calif. 95521

Phone: (707) 826-3271

Fax: (707) 826-5921

E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

Letters and columns are subjected to
these guidelines:
¢ They must be typed or neatly
printed.
¢ Letters are limited to 300 words,

columns are limited to 600 words.
Longer items will not be considered.
¢ Items must be verified before they
are published. They need a signature,

would not be a happy camper. What am I
askiofng thiscampus community? Well, show
alittle respect and think before you recycle.
And for those of you (which is the major-

address and phone number. Students

cling, I greatly appreciate your efforts.
Thanks for your time and consideration.

lished.

ity of this campus) who do a good job recy-

Mario Villalobos
Site manager, Campus Recycling Program
oceanography senior

must include their major and year in
school.
Anonymous letters will not be pub« Items are subjectto editing for style
and grammar and may be condensed to

fit available space.

© Publication is not guaranteed.
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‘Northland’ losing
California civil war
How could a part of the country that includes Haight-Ashbury and Arcata be so uptight
and basically un-laid back?
When I arrived in this part of the state from Southern California three years ago, I was

surprised to find that there was apparently some kind of Civil War occurring in our own

backyards: the brutal battle between the North and South. As a longtime Southland
resident, however, I must tell the Northerners to step back and realize that all the hate 1s in
their hearts, not ours. As the great poets Hanson once uttered, “Where’s the love?”
Ihave noticed the “Go home, LA” stickers becoming more and more prevalent around

town, and | understand the sentiment. Why, just yesterday I almost ran down a couple of
pseudo-gangbanger punks on H Street who apparently had no problem with stepping in
front of a moving vehicle. They then had the audacity to flip me off. In their case, I concur:
Go home, LA. I came up here to get away from them.

In the time I have spent down South, however, I rarely ifever, heard my friends or family

members say anything negative about Northerners. They said nota word about hippies not

realizing that Jerry Garcia was dead. Nobody ever linked wacky weather patterns in the
North with the kind of people who lived there. All in all, we were a benevolent people.

oO
oO

“Who knows what really goes on
behind closed doors? But is the jacuzzi in
yet?”

Then I came to Arcata. Suddenly, my hometown was a liability. Iwas nota true inhabitant
of Humboldt County; I was merely a water-stealing, air-polluting, traffic-causing, Dodgerloving smog breather who had no right to hang out with the good people of the North.
The biggest thing I
noticed was a profound
hatred of the Los Ange-

As @ longtime Southland resident,
Northby
leserners.Dodgers
Whereas I had

Kerry Morgan
CenterArts staff

O0O000 0
oO

“It’s a special observation tower to
monitor any subversive activities.”

oO

Chris Matheson
psychology junior

eo0oeoeaododdon0nOo

always thoughtof the however, | must tell the Northerners to
tery back and realize that all the hate is
San FranciscoteamGiants
justanother
whom
the Dodgers would fin-

in their hearts,

not

Ours.

As

the great

tional League West, the poets Hanson once uttered, “Where's

ish ahead of in the Na-

Dodgers were thought
the love?”
of as Satan’s spawn by
the residents of Northern California. I’m
pretty sure most of my friends down south thought the same thing as I did, probably because
the Giants are not usually a threat to the Dodgers.
Well, here’s a point-by-point analysis of why Northern Californians need to lighten up
and love their fellow humans:
e I'll take Mike Piazza over Barry Bonds any day.
¢ Southern California freeways occasionally don’t have traffic; Highway 580 is in an
eternal state of impasse.
4

oO

“The creation of an unknown which
is taking away a chance at inner peace.
They don’t know why they closed it —
somebody forgot.”

we,

Shanti oe

political science freshman

.

—_

Compiled by Todd Wucetich / Photo Editor

¢ Los Angeles leads the Olympic-hosting category, 2-0.
e It’s all about beaches, man, just beaches.
¢ Los Angeles is an hour’s drive from desert, beach and mountain. San Francisco? Nope.

¢ Gee, I’d like to raise my kids in the safe city of Oakland.
# And, most importantly, the Giants are going to be eating their Ben and Jerry’s en masse
in October while the Dodgers are obtaining a pennant.
So, just deal with it, Northern California. We’re here, and we’re not all gang members.
Tom Petty sang, “California’s been good to me:” Me, too. Let’s just enjoy what we've got,

whether smoggy or foggy.
Krupnick is a journalism senior and editor in chief of The Lumberjack.

OPINION

ouncil low on power

Why Chelsea Clinton chose Stanford

tssue-about past city initiative,
not nuclear-free zone status.
.4
}

nuclear

editorial was right on

The

opti

decisions

Or

lots

time with 60 days prior notice, mak-

ing the decision easily reversible.
City staff now states this is untrue.
Redwood Alliance had immediately begun making preparations
to bring “green electricity” to

California will have a free choice in

Arcata, based on this 60-day as-

If

sumption. The staff says the city 1s
stuck with the contract for its full
duration.
All is not bleak, however. The

we're pro-nuclear, we can choose
a nuclear power supplier. If we're

pro-renewables, we can choose
suppliers using solar, wind or bio-

council agreed to reinstitute its
dominant energy task force to look

mass.
Our city 1s officially prorenewables, or at least that’s the

into “green energy” for when the

Association of Bay Area Governments electricity contract finally

way citizens voted. Several com-

panies are gearing up to provide
“oreen energy” to whoever wants

expires.

Additionally, the task force could

explore things like revamping the
city’s lacking energy efficiency/
conservation program (the best

backroom

has

voted against renewable energy.

way to save on electricity bills),

Atthe meeting I watched in amazementas three out of the five council

members mouthed the sentiment,
“I don’t see that we have any other

options in this matter.” When

of
and even explore the possibility
purforming a municipal utility to

chase and then resell “green en-

I

they

stated that they were led to believe
this by city staff prior to the decision.
When queried about what happened, Councilwoman Jennifer

Hanan said that she believed her

BS MR
tatty

ergy” to the citizens of Arcata.

on
Welch is the spokespers
an
for Redwood Alliance,
tion
Arcata-based organiza
catwhose main focus ts edu
ing and promoting safe

energy use.

:

NNLos Angeles Times Syndicate

Ps
he

information itneeds to make better
decisions.
Also, troubling is that another
council member toldme thatthe city
could get out of the contract at any

formed of the voter mandate, yet
chose to ignore It.
As of Jan. 1, 1998, everyone in

of them,

make

the council the complete
to getting

Proposition B was passed by
Arcata voters by 60 percent for it
and 34 percent against it. The
council members were fully in-

two

relies heavily on a

board soon will pay close attention

conservation, solar power and generation from wood wastes.”

later pressed

on

new city staffcomingon
lopefully

port complete independence from
nuclear power” and support “Its
replacement by safe, clean and efhcient generating SOUICES ... such as

manipulation,

went

of issues. Redwood Alliance believes that often the information
the council gets is incomplete or
one-sided for whatever reason.

Arcata supthe “city governmentof

the council

to

needed

that
some time ago and mandates

Now because of some

She

staffto give them the information

ons and their producers.
In the case at hand, itwas Propors
sition B that was passed by vote

it.

limited.

council

The

+s this issue. The nuclear-free
weapJone status relates to nuclear

atlec

of our electricity.

were

ing our decisions is important but
lacking at times.”

a nuclear-free zone that

the sources

ys

to explain, “Clearly the need to
receiveall our options before mak-

mit entiment, but there isa slight
orrection to be made.
It isn’t the fact that Arcata 1s
fHicially

¥

§

Two Different Worlds

Moving from LA to Humboldt Bay
aU

Hey, watch out Arcata.

4

nora

Southern California has invaded. Call it Red Tidal Wave H,

but save the parade. We’ve already
been welcomed. A few “Go Home

LA” signs have recently replaced

the “Boycott Taco Bell” signs.
Coming from Los Angeles, [ understand the concern. Los Angeles has a bad rep, and with it so do

the people. With its 24 hourness,
megamallness, and Aaron Spell-

ingness, It seems Los Angeles has
done enough to influence the anticulture of the world.
Besides, I didn’t move all the

way up here to meet people who

live 15 minutes away back home.
But as someone staying true to
my roots, no matter how shallow

they are buried in the sand, [ must
rush to defend home.
After all, I have many of the Los

Angeles attributes of being partial
to CDs endorsed by MTV and
buying nail polish to match my
nose ring (not really). I do have the

nose ring, though it is more a de-

layed cry for help than anything
else.

Los Angelesis what most people
hear—manufactured, ostentatious

NOf

nowe

|

/ KINOOW

that uses

|
|

o

.
like to commenton your Sept
1() ea torial on the Arcata City
an en“Council voting to choose

provider

|

AND LET ME POINT OUT SOME
OF THE CAMPUS’ DISTINCTIVE
-~ GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES.

and unreal. Personalities and
people are constructed with blue-

prints, just like the buildings.

YOLIGI SDIHAVYO

—
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True, we steal from Northern
California, but anyone who was in

(and could not get out of) Arcata
last December knows there 1s

enough water (sort of). Besides,
most Angelinos are too busy at the
oxygen bars to be bothered with
thirst.
Most of the good things about

Los Angeles are idealized, such as

the whole discovered-waiterturned-star thing, the Baywatch

beauty types or even the perfect

sunny weather.
Arguably, though, Los Angeles
with all its plastic, is a lot more real
than Arcata.
Arcata is what most people in

place to live.

the world want froma

It isa college town that reflects the

idealism most people would like to

of
see brought into action. [tis full
ina
“save-the-world” type people
lush Garden of Eden setting.

Los Angeles is hostile, angry,

unjustand bitter, like alot ofthings
in the world.
So, some of us moved here. To
escape. To learn. To breathe. Not
to change the place. Notto pollute.

Not to build Jack-in-the-Box rest
stopsalong the hiking trails in Red-

wood Park. We came here because
it feels more like home than home.
Because. everyone should live like
this once in life.
So to all the anti-LA not-so-allin-fun sentiments, In this “feel-theyou,re acting more like
love” town
LA than any of us
Asuncion

are.

is a social worl

sophomore.

Letters
- continued from page 35
before the class (as they had just
votten around to the reserve list
when school started).
This fall. in the HSU Over 60
program, Lamenrolled in Art 301,
a course titled Women Artists and
taught

Imagine

by

Professor

my

Sheila

astomshmient

Ross.

A5

vears later to be informed of the
same three facts at the first meeting
of « lass.

ed. In
Only the excuses differ
windows:
1952 they were installing
air conin 1997 it was incomplete
ditioning.

was too
The 1952 Bookstore
have any leftsmall in volume to
1997 Bookstore.

over
nh

books:

yf computer

spite

having

the

a

ccurate

registrauion

enroll;ment

pro|

enough
ections, Just didn’t order

books

And the Library, alas, the excuse appeared to be the same.

classIs it unreasonable to expect

dents
roonis equipped so that stu
wincan breathe, have adequate

condidows in 1952, working air
ble texttioning in 1997 and availa
ready for the start of the
hooks
CHOO | yea
?
od of
After all there was a pe!
25 when
tinve from May 15 to Aug

would

construction

have

not

terfered with instruction.
In

1952

Bookstore

the

in-

wasn t

, in 1997 the Bookbig enoughand
store

believe

wouldn’t

registration.
A functioning
evstem. which

computer

Library

vices 18 to provide for instruction.
reThe priorities seem to be in
verse.
Why are instructional needs i
tom
students and faculty at the bot
r
of the food chain? Will we neve
learn?

does not use the 5

appear to
year-old excuse, doesn t
ation.
bean unreasonable expect
y se!
The purpose ol the ancillar

Kathrvn Corbett
cqclal
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WORKSTAGRAPHICS
TION. Macintosh Quadra,
monitor, video card, keyboard, mouse, graphics tab.

Automobile
1994 Chevy

CLASSIFIEDS

Sept. 17, 1997

Cavalier RS/4

let, CD-ROM, modem, handscanner, SyQuest removable

door/ loaded Special price
$4995. National Car Rental.

9 cartridges,

with

839-3229.

laser

printer. Boxes of software,

cables and manuals. $1,475.

1988 Toyota pickup. Runs
great. Has shell and good
tires. Maroon 2WD. Asking
$1700. Call Jeff at 825-

445-9816.

fax data, internal. Great for

checking your e-mail on campus. $40 installed! Leave mes-

LIKE NEW Portable Smith
Corona WordProcessor with

Female,

printer. $125 or best offer.

Jacoby Creek. Available 10/
1.No ues 826-0937. Fireplace, skylight, private en-

Call Michael or Diana
at 822-

3807,

evenings

or leave

message.

trance, no pets/have a dog,

Housing Wanted
Professional

sage 826-1939.

$285

sales position with unlimited
growth potential. Must be
able to work well with live
people, have a sense of humor (warped, OK) and enjoy
working ina feminist oriented
workplace.
Please e-mail qualifications
to goodrel8@humboldtl.com

FOR SALE: modem 14.4 bps

7859.

ROOM

WEBMASTER: Independent
Contractor, commissioned

vacation

couple

rental i

dents. Please include your
phone number. If you have
any questions, or would like
more information, please
contact Lockey White, A.S.
Vice President of Student
Affairs at 826-5414.

~ Services
Henna Tattoo: Do it yourself
Mehndi kits $21at the trinidad

Trading Co. Open daily. 460
Main St., Trinidad. 677-0711

Thrills

$1000’s possible READING

BOOKS. Part time. At home.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
R-8201 for listings.

Sail & eae on Humboldt Bay
by the hour, by the day.
Hookton Slough Event: 9/21,

SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,

seeks

for

Thanksgiving through January with a minimum of 2 bedrooms, light and airy. Ocean
view or secluded a plus.
(513)631-5001,

BMWs,

Corvettes.

Jeeps, 4WDS. Your area. Toll
free 1-800-218-9000
Ext. A-8201 for listings.

oe

| [NA
as

k
jac
ber
Lum
B Call ad manager

from pennies on $1. Delin:

Pam Yagotin at

.

826-3259
for details.
Le ee
ee

Sa

washer, yard, deposit.
ROOMMATE

Female

WANTED

BIKE HELMET 9/13 from Willow Creek. Call Andrew 445-

preferred for 2 bed-

room, Ibathin Arcata. $250

7 All.

month + utilities. $250 deposit, water and garbage
paid: Need to be clean, au |
ut outgoing. No indoor

smoking.

Please call 822-

to the next meeting or e-mail
democrat@axe.humboldt.edu

5107.

Part-time

baristas

and

HOUSE FOR RENT: 3 bd. 2
bath house in McKinleyville
with fenced yard and gar-

ditional cotfee house opening in Arcata. Responsible and

counter help needed for tra-

gregarious personalities required. Experience a plus.

den. New carpets and paint,

Mail

includes washer. $875 month
+ deposit. Call Yvonne Lyell

resumes

Grounds,

at (415) 585-2114.

PO

to: Sacred

Box

5200,

Arcata, CA 95518.

Person(s) interested in health

and nutrition. Expanding

in

greater Arcata/Eurekaarea.

Excellent income potential.
Seeking
motivated selfane
Call (800)220-

USED MOUNTAIN BIKES at
fair prices from $140 and up.

5641, Ext. 3, for details.

Call Richard 444-8783.

Leadership Honor Society,
offers the New York Times
at HSU. All faculty, staff and
students are invited to subscribe. Issues will be deliv-

ered on campus each morning Monday through Friday
about 7:30 a.m. from September 2 through December
17 (except for thanks ivin
week: November 24-28). i
you wish to subscribe, write
a check for $28.12 made out
to NYT-ODK, and send it via

campus mailattention Lockey
White at Associated Stu-

SERVICE@

FRIENDLY

QUALITY

NEW YORK TIMES: Omicron
Delta Kappa, a National

ag
@
ie
2

ise?

@>

DEMOCRATS The Democrats of HSU meet
weekly at 4 p.m. Thursday in
NHE 120. Interested? Come »

Help Wanted

@

(

Street,

Loaner

Arcata
<>

HONDA

NVSSI

Available

BUBARV
A AC ACEC tT

RPATEUN

Bikes

2eaekiae

J
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ah
Reo
1 Writers

ee

wileyewileytoons.con'

513

822-3770

tea p E-mail:

AUTOMOTIVE

*Proper disposal
*Some models slightly higher
~ Exp. 9-24-97 ~
ae:

NON SEQUITUR

MAZDA?

TOYOTA

REDWOOD

Includes factory thermostat
(when available) and new
anti-freeze (one gallon).

Brought

to

you

by

REDWOOD

AUTOMOTIVE'S

quality

friendly

service

i
d
a
a
h
a
“
Gor name
ldt Sta

ata, CA 95521

ee

in The

a

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes

area. Toll free 1-800-2189000 Ext. H-8201 for listings.

view, washer, dryer, dish-

oa

Also

quent Tax, Repos, REOs. Your

e-mail: dez@eos.net

ies per person, instruction in-
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WEDNESDAY

GAY/LESBIAN/BI-SEXUAL
RECEPTION:A welcome
reception for the gay, lesbian

SATURDAY

by the Office of Student
Affairs and the HSU Sexual

West Blvd., Su. G16, Arcata.
$15 non-members, free for
members. 826-3356.

Orientation Committee. Food
3361.
HANDS-ON

BENEFIT CONCERT:

2!

Deborah

Clasquin will perform a solo
piano concert at 8 p.m. in

INTERNET

TRAINING:

from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
House 55.

Fulkerson Recital Hall. $8
general, $4 students.

Drop in training

from noon to 1 p.m. in SH
119.

Proceeds will benefit the
Child Development Lab at

QUIT SMOKING CLASS: The
American Cancer Society

HSU. 826-3475.

hosts a stop smoking class

KAYAK & CANOE RIDE: Hum-

every Wed. at 7 p.m. at 2942
F St., Eureka. $25. Reserva-

Boats offers a kayak and
canoe ride to clean up the

tions required. 442-1436.

shores of Indian Island at 1
p.m. Debris will be brought

TOBACCO EDUCATION
NETWORK MEETING:

REDWOOD COAST WRITER’S
CENTER: Offers a class on
“How to be a Published

back to city to be disposed.
Boating experience needed.
Preregistration suggested.

Tobacco Education Network
hosts a meeting to promote a

tobacco-free Humboldt
County at noon at the
American Cancer Society
2942 F St., Eureka. 26821392.

Writer” through Oct. 22 at 7 —
p.m. at 411 12th St., Eureka.
$60 non-members, $48
1-800-950-5092.

VOLUNTEER

No events scheduled

and music provided. 826-

MULTI-CULTURAL CENTER
OPEN HOUSE: Open House

members.

¥
NORTH COUNTY FAIR: The
24th annual North County
Fair on the Arcata Plaza
featuring food, crafts, games,
and music from 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. Samba Parade at 3 p.m.

20

Karshner Lounge. Sponsored

Northern Calif. Safety
Consortium, 5000 Valley

TUESDAY

Van Duzer Theatre. $25
general, $20 students. 8263928.

and bi-sexual campus
community at 4:30 p.m. in

FIRST AID CLASS: A basic first
aid course at 2 p.m. at the

23

LIVE MUSIC: CenterArts
presents South African singer
Miriam Makeba at 8 p.m. in

THURSDAY

444-3048.

presents Michael Hedges at
8 p.m. in the Van Duzer

19

FAIR: 10 a.m. to

3 p.m. in the 3rd floor of the

Theatre. $17 general, $13
students. 826-3928.

Jolly Giant Commons.

SUNDAY

5802.

KAYAK RIDE: Hum-Boats offers
a kayak ride along the
Hookton Slough and Teal
Island at 2 p.m. Equipment
provided. $20 per person.

444-3048.
NAACP MEETING: Monthly
NAACP meeting at 3:30 p.m.
at the Cooper Gulch Center,
Myrtle and 8th St., Eureka.

443-1389.

Learn how to create your

FAULT WORKSHOP: Humboldt
Community Network hosts a

own web page. Held six
consecutive Wednesdays

through Oct. 22 from 1 p.m.
to 3 p.m. in Science Com-

workshop on finding earthquake faults in Humboldt Co.

plex A, Rm. 364A. Must
preregister. 826-3626.

at 6:30 p.m. through Sat.
441-0279.

“Insect Collecting Made
Easy” at 12:30 p.m. Learn
about ethical insect collecting
and how to perserve collections. Ages 7-13 with adult.

$12 per adult/child team, $10
member team. Preregistration required. 826-4479.

a.m. to 6 p.m. All-Species
Parade at 3 p.m.

aa

AS COUNCIL:

Meets at 6 p.m.

in University Center South
Lounge.
BEREAVEMENT SUPPORT GROUP:
Hospice of Humboldt Co. offers a grief
support group for children, teens and
parents. Runs eight weeks. 445-8443.

Tour of

826-3551.

Saturday

Friday

CAFE MOKKA

Chubritza

Fifth and J streets.
Arcata, 822-2228

CLUB WEST
G streets.
Fifth
Eureka,and444-CLUB

:
Little Charlie & the
Night Cats
;

HEFE’S

Club Castro

432 5th St
Eureka, 443-HEFE

Hip

Hop

;

Dieselhed & Sweet Virginia

.

RATHSKELLER

—

‘

75th Birthday Celebration

Seventh and F streets,

EXTENDED EDUCATION:
Offers classes this week in
“Intermediate Photoshop,”
“Windows 95” and “How to
Become an Effective Participant in Nonviolent Social
Change.” 826-3731.

Club Western

Power 96 Retro Party

LEARNING CENTER WORKSHOP: “The Juggling Act.”
Learn to manage your time
and improve your study
skills/academic life at 3 p.m.
in House 71. 826-5188.

Eureka, 442-6441

:|SIX RIVERS BREWERY
8 | 1300 Central Ave
McKinleyville, 839-7580

SUNNYSIDE PUB
Sunny Brae Center
Sunny Brae, 822-5493

¥

Blues Review

Night Train

;

Chowderhead

AALS

»

“

cen

.

G.L.B.S.A.: Meets Thursdays at
7 p.m. in the Multi-cultural
center. 826-0611.

GREEN

PARTY: Meets

Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in NHE

HUMBOLDT BREWERS
UNITED: Meets Thursdays at 5
p.m. in NHE

113.

days at 10 a.m. in FH 106.

* call venue for age information and ticket prices.

Thursday

a

Pf

HUMBOLDT GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY: Meets Wednes-

CCAT’s solar energy system
at 5 p.m. at the CCAT house.

/

Diversions

ape

825-8226.

CCAT WORKSHOP:

Weekend

i

120. 825-0503.

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM:

WEB PAGE WORKSHOP:

“NORTHCOAST REVIEW”
Works by Nita Groth, Nina
Groth, David Groth and
Bruno Groth” through Oct. 8
in Reese Bullen Gallery. 826-

NORTH COUNTY FAIR: 10

LIVE MUSIC: CenterArts

39
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TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP:
“Printing and Layout for
Pagemaker’” at 3 p.m. in the
Graphics Studio, SBS 163.
826-4953.

HUMBOLDT LIBERTARIAN
CLUB: Meets Thursdays at 5
p.m. in NH 119. 822-2617.
HUMBOLDT

RUGBY TEAM:

Looking for new players.
Practice at 6 p.m. at Manila
Community Field in Manila.

677-4136.
HUMBOLDT USER GROUPS:
Student Guide to the Web,
meets from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.

in GH 125. 826-4484.
M.E.Ch.A: Meets Thursdays
at 7 p.m. in the Multi-cultural
center meeting room. 826-

1062.
PROGRESSIVE ALLIANCE:
Meets Wednesdays from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. in the Green
and Gold Room in Founders
Hall. 825-0503.
RHO CHI UPSILON: Rush
Events. 822-7767.

Send event listings to Denise c/o
The Lumberjack. Deadline for
submissions

is the Friday before

desired publication. Publication
cannot be guaranteed.
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ENCOURAGING CHANGE
-LEARN SKILLS VITAL TO EFFECTIVE
LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZING!

|

*SPEAKERS,

|

WORKSHOPS AND

TONS

Sept. 22, 1997

Deadline to register for credit:

.

~

OF FUN!

PS 380

CRN# 43017

(For one unit of credit you must also attend a 3-hour workshop on Oct. 17.)

Oct. 13, 1997
. Deadline to register without credit:
Conference Fee: $10 (which includes a tasty, catered lunch)

.

ee

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE CLUBS OFFICE AT 826-3776.

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS ¢ TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS * INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS

° CAPPUCINO
° PASTRIES
° FIREPLACE
¢ JUICE BAR
OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun —- Thurs: noon fo 1 pm.»
Fri & Sat: noon to 1 am
AND

0 TASTE

TUBS

e GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ¢

AG Sel Ge OM rrree age a asi
wer a
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